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Abstract

F
This is the'report of the third phase of a multi-phase project

designed to develop an inventory of documented accomplishments for
graduate student selection; The paterial_developed in earlier
stages was pilot-tested in Phase Three in A departments that
represented the fields of English, biology, and psychology;

c s

The majoepurpose of this study was to investigate the instru-
ment developed fn Stage 'hen in terms of: 1) technical soundness,
and 2) the feasibility 9P its 'use, in the admissions process. This
study represents the transition of the use of documented accomplish-

,

ments to predict graduate school achievement from a research'phase
to a more operational phase during which the instrument would be
teated_ln_actualadmiss

The departments were asked to administer the instrument to
their newly enrolled graduate students. Straightforward descriptive
and correlational analyses of the responses to the inventory were
conducted.to: (1) describe characteristics of the students and the
instruments; and (2) identify the most reliable clusters of items
and indices of accomplishmRnt. StUdenti were followed up at the end
of their first year to.asselos their graduate' school accomplishments
and their relationship to previous attainments. This information
provided data for. analyses of the short -term.correlates of the
measures. In addition, faculty were interviewed to determine the
plausibility of the content of the Instrument and theeost accutate
and operationally simple instructions and reporting formats.
Students' reactions to the inventory were obtained by interview and
by additional questionaat the end of the inventory.

40
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Introdhction and Background

A basic puipose of graduate selection procedures is to select
students who will be likely to be productive, creative, and provide
leadership in their fields. In the selectioh process, graduate
schools have always given attention to indications that students
have made,significant contributions to a field over and above the
traditional academic qualifications. However, many admissions
committees feel the need (or a more systematic way to evaluate the
learning and activities of) students outside the classroce, so that
they.can select students who will be outstanding and who will
eventually contribute n'Ost to the field. At the same time, aware of
the changes in the nature of the Applicant pool,,they wish to have
more appropriate selection procedures to evaluate the accomplishments
of the oldei studehts, of unique and unconventional students, and of
students from nontradi;LOIdel programs.

This report represents the findings of Phase Three of ajeulti-
stage project that was designed to meet these needs by developing
procedures to assess the accomplishments of applicants to tiduate
school. In'the first phase, trial instruments were develop after
thoroughly reviewing other attempts at assessing accomplishments and
carefully considering the issues involved. This earlier researc
showed that: 1) the best predictor of later accomplishment is
earlier, accomplishment, 2) these accomplishments are relatively
unrelated to academic Standing, 3) psychometrically satisfactory
measures of earlier accomplishments,. based on self report can be
constructed, 4) these measures are fairly independent of, the social
.class of ethnic status of students, 5) tfie measures can be used
practical admissions decisions, and 6) several alternative approaches
to developing these measures can be used. (See the, tacked summary
of research on the prediction of high level accomplishMent for a
description of this research.) Prototypes were developed based on
three pf these approaches: a checklist (Holland, 1961), a semidocum
Rented approach (Shultz and Skager, 1963), and an open-ended
portfolio (Knapp, 1975). In the second phase, an'instrument was
designed to meet ;the operationakand conceptual, requirements of an
inventery of documented accomplishments fcr graduate selection using
many of the positive features of earlier approaches in as simple a
format as possible. This first version was reviewed by a 'diverse
group of people concerned with graduate admissions for the purpobe
of finding answers to the following' questions:

,

(1) How open-ended should the procedures be?'
(2) How should the'quality of accomplishments be evaluated?
(3) What should, be the'hature of the content?
(4) What is the best strategy for documentation?
(5) What is the best mode of delivery?

The work proposed fpr the third phase was based directly on-the
work of the previous phases. The first version of the instrument
was revised on the basis of the review process in the second phase.

v

. r
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The inventory was administered to gradUate students enc-.11ed
in 26 departments. The,iajor focus of this stage was two-fold:
First, in matters pertaining to the technical soundness pf the
irocedures, the'purpose is to obtain.a first reading on'the relia-
bility and validity of such procedures in the admissions process.

Validity in this situation means the degree to which the items
(accomplishments) reflect those attributes which are related to
graduate school success and are acceptable to faculty and students
in terms of relevancy to the anions process.

. Second, in matters pertaining to feasibility and development,
the purpose of the study was to teat the inventory in real-life
situations in order to: 1) streamline and isprove_it by clustering
and eliminating items, and by clivifying instructions and improvitg'
its format; 2) develop guidelines for the administration and
use of the inventory; and, 3) identify the most useful and appro-
priate methods of analyzing and interpreting student responses and
reporting the results of these responses to students and schools.

Depending on the findings of Phase 3, the fourth stage might
include the administration of a refined instrument in a different
group of departments. The long-term predictive validity of the
assessment instrument could be examined against a variety of criteria
of graduate. school success. These criteria would need'to be carefully
constructed after thoroughly examining the meaning of short- and
long-term success in the graduate schocol_setting. In the fourth
stage, operationally feasible procedures would be refined for
possible use by the Graduate Records Examinations Board and/or by
graduate schools. A.more complete overview of the entire project
and descriptions of project phases can be found. in the GRE Board
Research Report, GREG No. 77 -3R by Leonard Baird.

Review of Relevant Literature

Recently, researchers have undertaken aidde variety of studies
tddetermine the antecedents of high-level accomplishment in science,
writing, creative arts, and leadership. This sect-ion summarizes
some of this research, and shows that there is evidence that high-
level accomplispment can be predicted with some success, if we
do not have a cbmpletc understanding of the process of achievement.
Much of this research has been conducted in samples of college
students or industrial researchers.

This review concentrates on studies of real-life criteria
of accomplishment, following the guideVines of MacKinnon (1,962).
These include:, (1) originality; uniqueness, or statistical

7
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rarity; (2) adaptation to reality, aiding in the achievement of
some real -life goal, such as a scientific or aesthetic problem;,and
(3) sustained activity leading to the development, evaluation, and
elaboration of an original idea. Studies based on such criteria
as having a "creative" profile on a personality test, or other
arbitrary classifications devised by a researcher will receive .

less attention.

Biographical inventories of earlier activity and accomplish- ,

ment have been related to high level accomplishment in several
populations:" college students, high school students, scientists,
and professionals in academic and professional practice. 'These
studies will be reviewed in following sections.

They are presented here as evidence for the power of measures-
of accomplishment at one level to predict accomplishment at
earthen Their relevance to the graduate school will be discussed
in the final section.

College students. High leirel accomplishment among students
has been examinedin many studies. As a natural outgrowth of
their concern for talent, National Merit Scholarship Corporation
reported a series ofstudies concerned,with high level accomplish-
ment. These studies include many significant relations between
biographical information and achievement in college. "Achievement"
consisted of such accomplishments as "Had a scientific or scholarly
paper published (or in press) in a scientific or professional
journal," "Received an award for acting, playuriting or ,other phase
of drama," "Was editor or feature writer for collegiate paper,
annual, magazine, -or anthology, etc.," "Composed music which has
been given at least one ,public performanee," "Won a prize or award
in an art competition, painting, sculpture, ceramics,"etc."
"Organized a college political group or campaign." Scales were
developed,for six areas: science, art, music, leadership, drama,
-and writing. In studies by Holland and Nichols (1964), and
Nichols and Holland (1963), nearly every major test that has been
suggested for the prediction of accomplishment was used in the
predictor battery, including personality scales of all sorts,
4nterest measures, assessments of cognitive-styles, "creativity

sta," and high-level aoility tests. The best predictor of
omplishmeat in college was accomplishment in the same area
high school, as measured by simple check lists of nonacademic

tchiavements. (Similar.results have been found in a large
'sample study of more typical students [Baird,. 1969a].) Other
National Merit studies by Roberta (1965) and Nichols (1966)
studied the item correlates of high-level accomplishment. Roberts
developed scales for six area : accomplishment: science, art,
writing, music, leadership,Ne speech (as defined by the same
sort of items described earlier). In general, more' achievers in
each area endorsed the items expressing interest, activity, or
competence in east. area than did the nonachieyers. These items
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tended to be directly related to the kinds of accomplishments
later exhibited -in college. As Roberts states: "Many of the
items in each scale were directly content-related to the area of .

criterion achievement, and a fair number were related to other
specific areas of activity and achievement." For example, in
the science scale, more than half of the positive"predictors were
"direct' indicators of scientific activity or interest and several
others may be,"technological" in 'nature (e.g., photography, hature
collections ." Nichols' correlations also indicated that previous

i

behaviors w re generally the best predictors of high level accomplish-
ment in trot a Merit sample and a sample representing a broad range
of tal mt. (Biographical information about previous accomplishments
was a be er pet,NIedictor than the personality, interest, or ability
scalcs that chols also used in his study.) Other studies using
large samples of average students have shown that scales measuring
high school nonacademic accomplishment are the best!predictors-
of later accomplishment in college and have sufficiently high
correlations to be of practical use (Richards, Holland, and Lutz,
1967; Baird, 1969a). Ability, personality, :Ind interest measures
were generally poor predictors in these studies.

/

. The need for measures of out of class accomplishment in addi
tiorr to measures of academic accomplishment is evidenced by the
fact that, in all these dtudies, there was little relation between
grades, academic ability as measured by test scores, and later
accomplishment. The need is further emphasized by the work of
Wallach and Wing (1969) who replicated these studies in their
study of Duketniversity students in which little relationsip
between academic and nonacademic achievement was found using methods
other than correlations. Baird (1968) similarly compared bright
and average students and found little average difference in their
nonacademic accomplishments., Elton and Shevel (1969) further
clarified the issue by examining individual items.on the ACT scales
of accomplishment and finding that some out-of-class accomplishments
were related to measures of academic talent but about an equal num-
ber showed 'a negative or no relationship.

High school studemts. The studies of high school students
provide somewhat indirect evidence of the power of measures of
previous accomplishment to predict later accomplishment. They
are reviewed here because they show that previous activity and
experiences which are related to accomplishment are predictive
of later accomplishment, as well as earlier accomplishment, per se.
Long-term activity and interest in an area may not result in
pnblically recognizable accomplishments, but they do show that

) behaviors consistent with later accomplishment are important;
I accomplishment does not appear overnight.

4



Schaefer and Anastasi (1968), and Anastasi and Schaefer (1969),

developed biographical inventory keys against criteria of creative
accomplishment among high school boys and girls. Separate keys
were_developed for (a) science and (b) art and creative writing,
and cross validated in *second criterion groups. Cross-validated
validity coefficients among the boys were .35 and .64 for the
science and art-writing scales, respectively, For girls, arp and
writing were predicte91 ip a cross validation with'correlatioftt
of .34 and .55,'respectively. Using a.similar biographical inven-
tory and the same sample, Schaeffer (1969) was able to predict
creative performance in art for boys (.65), writing for girls (.55),
and, in combination with persOnality scales; science for boys (.48)
and art for girls (.55). In their discussion of the contents of
these scales, Anastasi and Schaeffer (1969) pointed to the common
characteristics of high performing adolescents (with some support
from other studies).- These were: continuity and pervasiveness
of interest in the students' chosen field; prevalence of unusual,
novel, and diverse experiehces; and the educational superiority
of the students' family background ..1 The first point deserves
some reamphasis. ,TWo studies (Baird, 1968, 1969b) indicate that 45

. accomplishment often begins in adoleicence or before in exploratory
attivity, oftenresulting in recognized achievement4Olaird and
Richards (1940 and Baird (1969b) found that such accomplishment
seldom begins in college; there are few "late bloomers." The
great majority of students who show accomplishments in college
Showed similai activities in high sch bl. Anastasi and Schaeffer
(1969) point olt:

Typically, the bighly creative adolescent girl
in this'studyliad manifested an absorbing interest
in her field since childhood and her'creative activi-
ties had received recognition through exhibitions,

.

publication, prizes, or awards. Her initial interest
was thus reinforced' and reinforced early in life by
persons in authority, suLh as parents and elementary
school teachers. %,

Similar results are reported in studies of industrial
scientific and,professionL1 samples, reviewed in the following
section.
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Predicting -high level accomplishments among scientist and
/other adult groups from biographical records'of accomplishment and
activity. Biographical variables both.dealing with past accomplish-
ments and past activity and interest similar to those just described
have been found to chgracterize scientists who have demonstrated
a high level of accomplishment. For example, Roe (1953) found
many unusual biographical characteristics of scientists in her
sample. Kulberg and Owens(1960) and Moi:risson, Owens, Glennon,
and Albright (1962) found that biographical information correlated
with the creativity, professional interest,'and,research competence
of engineers and scientists. Albright ,and Glennon (1961) found
that biographical variables distinguished between supervisory and
research oriented scientists at lall'levels of a laboratory orgauiza-
tion. Smith, Albright, and Glennon (1961) also found that biographical
information predicted rated scientific competence, rated' creativity

..and number of patents within a group of research scientists. These
three criteria were predicted ,in a cross-validation sample with
correlations of .61, 32, and .52, respectively.- The content of the
items suggests high self-confidence and high self-conception. "This
interpretation is reinforced by the frequency with which die high
criterion groups say that they (a) have more readily taken advantage
of opportunities presented them, (b) consider their achievements
thus far to be greater than those of others with the same eduratiou,
(c) work more quickly than others, and (d) prefer to have many
thihgs 'on'tgit fire' simultaneously." It might be noted that these
descriptions are based primarily on answers to factual questions
about the scientists' accomplishments. Chambers (1964) usedboth
biographical and personality test variables to study creativity in
chemists and psychologists. Three personality scales and 16 bio-
grephical items were significantly related to the criterion of
creativity. The more creative scientists more often had fathers
who were professional men, graduated from high school earlier,
-spent more hours per week (more than 50) in study and research in
.graduate school, published more articles then, and more often met
their graduate school expenses by scholarships and fellowships
than by pary-time work.

McDermid (1965) found ttilst biographical variables were the
best'predictors of supervisory and peer ratings of high level
(in this case, creative) performance. McDermid also used personality
tests (the California Psychological Inventory and the Adjective
Check List) an interest test (The Vocational Preference Inventory)..

.a high level intelligence test (Concept Mastery Test), the Social
Insight Test and Welsh Figute Preference Test. All these tests had
been used in other studies of creativity, but Were not useful in
MaDermid's sample of engineering personnel. McDermid concludes' .

"The correlations obtained in this study between paper and pencil
tests and the criteria of creativity were so low as to be virtually
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useless for predictive purposes; biographical,data, on the otter.

4 hand, proved to be significant as predictors of both supervisory and
Peer'ratings,of creativity. This findlng, of course, la quite
consistent with the practical dictum that the best predictor of
future performance is past performance. .

. Taylor and Eillson (1967) summarized eight years of work on
the'.identificationbf biographical predictor; of scientific perfor-
mance. In the last liASkscienrist samples the cross-validated
correlations with ratings of creativity were .41, with the number
of publications .62, and with GS level, X72. The factors in the
Taylor and Ellison study were consistent both with other' studies
of accomplishment in science and the studies of students just

/
summarized. The highly performing screntists, as the students,
tended to have a conception of themselves as capable of high level
professional performance, are independent of others"opinione,.
have great dedication to their work, work-very hard, have clear
Ideas of their goals, which they set at a high level, and are
intellectually oriented, a trait that developed early in adolescence.

Finally, Mundarand Davis (1974) lave shown that biographical
accomplishment scales administered in high school predicted adult

0)accomplishment six years lat . The adult accomplishments included
such things as "was author or coauthor of scholarly qr scientific
article accepted for.publication in a popular or professional
journal or presented as a public' lecture," "received an award for
acting'or some'other phase of drama," "sold one or more wbrks of
art to collectors, museums, or the general piblic," "won a lit4ary
award or prize for creative wri-ing,!' "composed or arranged music
which was publicly performed," and "been a candidate for election
to school board, city, county, or state office.

. The median correlation between the high school accomplishment
scales'and the corresponding adult scales was .25 for men and .26
'for women when graduates and nongraduates were combined. In con-
trast, the medlar correlation between high school grades and adult
accomplishments was .03 for men and .00 for women, and the medians
correlation betWeen ACT composite scores and adult accomplishments
was..06 for men and .10 for women. The mediancorrelation between
icollege grades and adult accomplishments was :09 for all students

combined'. This study is important because it shows th-long range
validity of the biographical accomplishment scales, even after the
intervention of college and work, and illustrate again their
Superiority over other measures.
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In sum, stud4-13 we have reviewed support the conclusions

reached by Baird t1969a):

There is some consensus, ten, that students who
later achieve . . . (in creative activity, as well as

academic activity) have engaged in activities and
developed skills related to that area, have conscious

goals and desires to achieve in that area, and
describe 'themselves as having ability ih.that atea.

. . . The achiever . . . has a history of activi-
ties and achievements-related to his present achieve-
ment. He is motiiated to achieve in this area and
accurately assesses his own talents. Pirhaps rather
than attempting to develop new scales to describe
some universal creative mind, psychologists should
concentrate on the development of more accurate and
reliable measures of past activities, goals, and
self-description.

These results and those of the student samples suggest
that measures of accomplishment could be used for the early
identMcation of students with the potential for high level
accomplishment, and as one of the bases for selecting stu-.\
dente for special programs. In most of these studies,
biographical information abcut past accomplishment was the
bee predictor of later performance, Letter than ability,
intitest or personality tests, suggesting the power of
these variables for particular purposes.

4ame Questions About Direct Assessment of
Biographical Accomplishmenf- Scales

We have just seen the power of bl. graphical accomplishment
information to predict subsequent high level accomplishment. The

i
studies just revs ed iudicate that this information is considerably
more useful than st other kinds of information. However, before
we consider,using his kind of data in practice we deed to answer

four questions abciut it: (1) can we believe students' reports?,
(2) eta measures be constructed which meet stand psychometric'
criteria, (3) how would such measures be used in real-life
selection situations, and (4) are such measures fair to students
from disadvantaged backgrounds?

13
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The Validity of Direct Measurement per se

Probably th' most critical issue in the use of reports of
accomplishments is whether we can believe a person's responses.
There is some evidence that these reports can be believed. However,
it may be useful to fi5st consider the general question as to whether
one can believe what people say on questionnaires, since this
bears on the general validity of questionnaires concerning accom-
plishments. The problem is, simply, beyond obvious and innocuous
information such as their vocational choices or hometown size, can
or will people give ac, .rate accounts of their history and present
status? The studies of the validity of self-report provide
a fairly consistent answer to our question. Mosel and Coyan
(1952) reported high validity for application blank work histories
in industrial settings. They found a high level of agreement
between the claims made by job applicants and the reports of past
employers with respect to weekly wages, duration of employment
and job duties. All correlations except one were .90 or greater.
Hardin and Hershey (1960) found that when workers' reports of their
wages on a questionnaire were checked against company pay records,
the worker and company figures correlated .98 among women, and .99
among men. About eight percent of the sample under- or over-stated,
their pay by plus or minus six percent. Interestingly, about three
times as many employees Understated their pay as overstated it.
Clausen (1968) compared self-reports of voting in elections to
official records and found an "invalidity" rate of approximately
6.9 percent. He cautions that this may began overestimate, for
"Ali errors that lead the investigator astray in tracking down the
record of the respondent's vote, e.g., incorrectly spelled name,
incorrect address, heve the one sided effect of challenging the
validity of the respondent's vote report." This a very important
point to remeib-x in every study of the validity of self- reports.
One should not simply assume 100 percent accuraEy in official
records and the,reports ma those.records.

Calahan (1968) asked a number of Denver adults questions
ranging, from whether they had a phone in their homes to whether
they contributed to the Community Cheat. The self-reports on many
factual questions were quite accurate. After a variety of analyses,
Calahan noted that accuracy was higher for items concerned with
recent facts. Calahap concluded that respondents generally'will
give accurate responses even when it may reflect on their prestige,
provided that the question of fact concerns the respondent's
recent activities rather than past events.

1.4
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In samples of college students, Walsh (1967, 1968, and 1969)
has found that students generally provide accurate reports of
their past behavior, even when items deal with sensitive issues
such as failing courses. However, Calahan's comments seem to
apply to college students, as well. Thus, Walsh's students
seemed to have a little difficulty recalling remote or insig-
nigicant events, but,_"... . if an error of plus or minus .20 was
permitted in a students report of his previous semester GPA, then
the percentage of accuracy would be 100 percent." Overall, Walsh
found a very high-level of accuracy. In addition, Walsh did not
find any difference in accuracy betweeb interview, questionnaire
or "personal data blank."k In his later studies, Walsh'found that
the level of accuracy of self-reportaWas not changed when students
were given financial or, ocial incentives to distort their self-
report. Studiee of the validity of se'_-reported grades reviewed by
Baird (1976) also generally indicate that students provide quite
accurate information about themselves.

Let us now turn directly t9 measures of accomplishment. As
part of a comprehensive study of the accuracy of self-reports on
a questionnaire administered with a national college'testing program,
Maxey and Ormsby (1911) studied the agreement between student-
reported and school-reported nonacademic achievement on 28 items.
(They also studied the accuracy of self-reported grades, and reached
the same conclusions as did Baird, 1976, that students usually give
very accurate reports of their grades.) Their sample included
5775 students completing the ACT battery. Their reports were
checked with school reports in 134 high schools._ The achievements
were in athletics, leadership, *music, speech, drama, art, writing,
and science, and included suleh items as "Edited a school paper or
yearbook" and "Placed first, second, or third in a regional or
state science contest." The average level of agreement between /

student report and school records was about 90 percent. But this
did not mean that 10 percent of the students were exaggerating.
On the typical item only about 6 percent of the students claimed an
accomplishment for which the school had no record. For the other
four percent of students, the school credited them with an achieve-
ment they did not claim. The items on which there was greatest
agreement. tended to be highly visible, easily verifiable items such r

AS "Placed first, second, or third in a regional or state speech

tended to be behaviors about which the school would ve little1:
contest." Conversely, the items on which there was ss agreemeht

information, such as "Actively campaigned to elect another student."
No systematic differences in agreement *ere found when the data
was broken down by sex or family income level. Students who made
better grades tended to be slightly less accurate than those who made
lower grades. The authors think this may be due to a tendency
for students 4th higher grades to be more active in school social
activities in ways unknown to school personnel. The fact that the

15



students' reports 9f achievement were gathered while they were com-
pleting a national assessment for college admission leads one to I
expect them to be exaggerated. The fact thatlthey tended not to be
adds strong eapport to the idea that self-reports are accurate.

A great deal of other evidence on the validity and utility of
self- retort measures is' reported in Baird (1976).

\
In summary, from the evidence available, it appvirs that ques-

tionnaire responses;have useful validity. More particularly the
validity of questions about past accomplishments appears useful
enough for the decisions and actions that they could be used for.

/ I.

Can biographical measures of accomplishment be, made psycho-
metrically adequate? The'studies of the scales developed by the
National Merit Scholarship Program (Nichols and Holland, 1964),
the research on more i/trap college students (Richards, Holland,
and Lutz, 1967;Richaroa aid Lutz, 1968) and the omational work
of the American College Te3ting Program (ACT Technical Report, 1973)
show that biographical accomplishment scales can beiconstructed
with adequate reliability. Occasional skewness in the scales does

-..d

not present a serious limitation (Holland and Richards, 1967).
The validity of the scales does not seem to be affected by restric-
tions of range on academic talent (Holland and Richards, l4Aa;
Baird, 1969a). The validityNif the scales, discussed earlier in
the review also indicates the psychometric adequacy of the scales.
All of the resulti may be underestimates because of the brevity
of th.. scales used in these studies. In sum, it appears that
biographical accomplishAnt scales can be constructed which meet
standard, psychometric requirements.

Can11....calitlishment scales be used in practice?
Biographical accomplishment measures have seldom been used in real-

,

life studies of ,the selecticn of college or graduate students so c
there are few guidelines for the person who would like to make use
of these variables. A few industrial studies provide some stimulating.
suggestions, but these are few and far between. Certainly, very
few, if any, colleges or graduate institutions have made past extra-
academic accoLleishment the most important basis of their selection
procedures. ever,.a study by Baird and Richards (1968) simulates
what would happen if various selection procedures were followed for
admissicn to college and this study suggests some of the practical
problems using accomplishment data in selection decisions. The
authors compared the results it: 1) only academic criteria were
used to admit students to college; 2) only, criteria ba

;

ed on
previous creative accomplishment in each of six areas ere used;
and 3) both academic and creative accomplishment were used. A close
examination of the study leads one to the.conclusion thai an educa-
tional institution cannot have everything. For example, f an
institution selected students only for high level accomp shment
rather than for grades, it would increase its dropout ra e. However,

1
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an institution could still make use of nonac5ee4c predictors'Of al

creative accomplishment. For example, as Baird and Richards
suggest, ". . . a college could decide which areas of achievement
it wished to emphasize; that is, whether it preferred more or
fewer students with potentials for achievelent in leadership or
science, art or writing, speech and, drams, or music." In short,
a college or graduate school can obtain a group of students who
will fit its purposes and goals to a reasonable extent.

Are-the measures fair to disadvantaged students? One fundamental
concern about these measures is

If they have not
they are fair to_ students who

may not have had opportunities for ac
had a chance to engage in various activities, or attended institutions
lacking in appropriate facilities, they would be expected to appear
lacking in accomplishments% The evidence on this point ins catas that
students from disadvantaged backgrounds do about as well o assessments

of their real -life accomplishments as do other students= or example,
Baird (1967) compared students from families with different incomes
In a timid-sample of 18,378 'college, bound students. The groups

rang from 'below $5,000" (approximately-the lowest quarter of
in es, in the national distribution at the time of the study) to
"25,000 and above" (approximately the top one or two percent). The

differences between the groups were very email and, in the case of
higher levels of achievement, virtually nonexistent. In a second
study, Baird (1969c) sthdied t'ie relationship between family income
and educational ambitions in a national randpm sampleof 15,535 col-
lege bound students. Although educational ambitions were significantly -
related to accomplishments in several areas, family income was not.
That is students from families with different incomes did not
sigrlficantly differ in the number or level of accomplishMents they
reported. (It is important that both studies showed significant
differences among the income groups on measures of academic ability.)
These results suggest that the accomplishment measures do not
discriminate against disadvantaged students, although disadvantaged
students do score lower on academic ability tests.

Studies of the large samples of college freshmen, obtained
by the American Council on Education also show that Black students
report just as many accomplishments of the kind we have been
discussing as do White students. Bayer and Boruch (1969) compared
the high school accomplishments of 12,300 Black college freshmen
with those of 230,582 non Black students enrolled in 358 colleges,
and found no differences. Bayer (1972) found the same results when
he compared the accomplishments of 12,927 Blacks with 158,111 non
Blacks in 32A colleges-. These results held in all types of institu-;
tions. In short, the evidence indicates that reports o accomplish-
menta do not discriminate against disadvantaged or minority students.
In fact, since these studies were based on reports of high, school
accomplishments, where one would expect any discriminatory effects
to bemuch larger than-in college, it seems logical to believe
that there would be little, if any, difference among the attainments
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of graduate school applicants. (In fact, in the national sample
of low ana other income students studied by Holmstrom [1973), there
were no differences in.the college athieyements ghe studied.)

Implications for a Graduate Admissions Iii of Accomplishment

The implications can be stated,fai y briefly. (1) Since the-
consensus of the studies indicates that information about past'
accomplishments is the best predictor o later accomplishments,
graduate school dmissions' committees who wish to select students'
with the greate :='tential for future accomplishment should look
for evidence ofIstudents' past accomplishments. (2) Satisfactory
measures of peat aditomplishments have been constructed at other
levels, so it seems plausible to believe that such measures canbe

.constructed at the graduate school admissiOns level. (3) The
measures that have been constructed appear to have adequate reli-
ability, accuracy, and validity, so iy seems plausible to think
that measures whl are adquate 111 these ways can be developed f -'
graduate school admissions. (4) The measures seem independent of
epidemic aptitude, so similar measures for graduate school admissions
would probably add a good deal of information of a new kind to the
admissions situation, and ;5) studies simulating the use of these
measures show that different selection strategies produce different
results, so graduate schools should =tme these measures as
panaceas, but as a new kind of information.

We have found biographical accomplisNlent information to provide
useful prediction of later high level accomplishment in a wide

of samples and settings. In these studies, no other class
or' riables proved nearly so useful. The information seems believ-
able, it can be psychometrically adequate, and it can be used in
various selection strategies. A strong oase can be made for the
utility and value of biographical accomplsihment information.

Procedures and Sample

The major procedures used to carry out the purposes of the
study were: (1) selecting an advisory panel; (2) refining the first
version of the inyentary; (3) developing interview schedules for
students and staff and a follow-up questionnaire; (4) developing a
general plan for data collection including the selection of a sample
of schools and departments; (5) collecting the data; and (6) conducting
analyses to summarize student and faculty responses to the inventory
and interviews.

1"
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Selecting the Advisory Panel

1

Since Phase Three was a research project requiring the coopera-
tion of institutions outside -ETS, a committee of external advisors
was asked to guide the course of the work. They provided advice to
researchers cpncerning the revision of the instrument, development
6f effective procedures for its use and selection of the sample of
instituxions. The following individuals agreed to serve on this -

panel:

Dr. Leo Berner, Jr:
Associate Dean of the Graduate College
Texas A & H University

Hs. Anne Fitzpatrick.
Graduate Student
University ofd lassachusetts

Dr. Ronald Gebetle
Dean of the Graduate School
University of Washington

Dr. Leslie Hicks
Professor, Department of Psychology
Hmard Univereity .

Dr. John L. Holland
Professor, Center for the Study of the
Social OrOtsization of Schools

Johns HopkiniNeyersity

Dr. Sybil $lovinski

Associate Academic Dean & Registrar
adversity of Dallas

*Dr. Rose-Marie Oster
Associate Dean of the Graduate School
University-of Colorado

Dr. Cecelia Preciado-Burciaga
Assistant to the President

b
Stanford 'University

Mr. Stephen L. Wise
Graduate Student
University of Illinois

1)
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1.

The ambers of the committee were appointed at the outset of
the project and were sent information about research and development
that occurred prior to Phase Three. In addition, they were asked to
criticize the first version of the inventory and react to a tentative
list of graduate schools that might be included in the Meld test.

-46

Refining the Inventory

The first version of the inventory was reviewed by the research,
test development, uld Office of Minority Education staff from ETS,
and the'editorial staff of the GRE Board. In addition, the inventory
was submitted to students at GRE Student ieetings and to members ,of.
the GRE Minority Affairs Committee US their review. Finally, the
project advisory panel was asked to criticize the inventory with the
followitg major points incind:

1. Format-

f Is the format easy to read and interpret
or confusing? How can it be improved?
Are directions clear?

2. Language -

Is the wording clear and the grammar correct?

3. Content-

Does the content of the inventory follow
from the objective and rationale of the
project? Is the content "face vane for
young as well as older adults,4pinorities,
women, etc.?. Is anything in the inventory
offensive?

4. Utility-

fny suggestions for boosting the inventory's
utility in the graduate admissions process?
Will students find this inventory interesting
and useful to them in presenting their
achievements?

Z 0
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Major criticisms from reviewers of the firs: version of the
inventory were:

1. The inventory was unwieldy, bulky, and difficult to handle,
ind therefore took too much time to read.

2. Sections were confuting because they did not seem to follow
a particular rationale.

3. The content of some items in different sections appeared to,
be redundant.

4. The directions were confusing.

5. There were inconsistencies in the language of some of the
items.

6. The tone of many of the items was tno3cademic and the
language of, the inventory should be more down -to- earth.

I
7. There were not enough activities that would be likely to be

undertaken by minority students.

8. There were too few "ordinary" sucom ishments included in
the inventory.

9. There were some questions about the importance of knowing
whether these activities were part of a college assignment.

10. The inventory discriiinated4against older students since
they may not remember details. Conversely, some reviewers
,said younger students might be penalized because they did
not have enough time to accumulate attainments.

11. The inventory would not be useful to faculty, unless a
cogent summary report was available as part of the service.

12. Students, in general, found the inventory interesting but
intimidating since they felt inadequate if they could not
find something they had lone.

Many of these comments were heeded when developing the second
version of the inventory (Appendix A). The following changes were

made:

1. The inventory was converted to a booklet with a less

complex format.

21
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2. The number of sections was reduced, and some items were
deleted.

3. Items were added refleCting minority interests.

4. Some new activities were added that reflected a more
realistic level of7oomplisbment.

5. The direttions were simplified.

6. The instrument was edited to ensure ce;ect usage and to
eliminate inconsistencies.

'Biographical items were added to ascertain students' undergrad-
uate major, sex, age, undergraduate grade point. average, and minority
status, to determine whether these characteristics were related to
the kinds and number of activities they. reported. An evaluation
section was added for the purpose of obtaining students' reactions p
to the inventory and to specific items.

Developing a Follev-up 9uestionnsire and Interview Format

A follow-up questionnaire was developed by ETS researchers and
subject matter specialists in the area* of English, biology, and
psychology (Appendix . This questionnaire was administered
in the spring to the ecently admitted graduate students who had
taken the inventory i the fall. The purpose of this-procedure was
to_study the short-term predictive power of the inventory. Students
were queried about their perception or their success in their first
year of graduate school, and what they had accomplished in terms of
activities and products. Thise responses were later compared with
the respoinses to the inventory to determine the strength and types
of relationships between past and present accomplishments and
activities.

Schedules were devised for the interviews planned with
graddate deans, faculty, and students. The purpose of the
interviews was to determine reactions to the inventory by the
types of individuals who play important roles in the admissions
process. Questions concerning the utitity of the instrument in the
admissions process and the feasibility of operationalizing such
procedures were included in'the interviews.

ah.
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pevelopins_a Data Collection Plan

ETS staff selected 12 graduate schools for posdible inclusion
in the study. Individual schools were selected in such a way so as
to form a total group of graduate schools that reflected the variety
of graduate schools in general. Care was taken to include schools
that offered gi(tduate programs in all three subject areas whenever
possible. This list was sent to the mashers of the project advisory
committee for their review. The committee was asked to choose _a
sample of schools with the following criteria in mind:

6

10 Prestige rank of biology, psychology6.and English-
departments.

b. Geographical diversity.

. 3. Degree of centralization in the graduate school.

4. Control of institution.

5. Sine of school and/or departments.

'The following schools were chosen for inclusion-in the study:

Arizona state University
Brandeis University**
Duke University
Howard University**
Louisiana State University**
Rutgers University**
Southern Illinois University*IN

Stanford University

University

A & M University**
Dniversity of Michigan
Un$versity of Pennsylvania
Universfty of Washington

The final sample used in the study contained the same number of
schools as submitted to the committee since some schools were
deleted and some added as a result of the committee's ddvice.

**These schools were visited by project staff.

43
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Graduate deans of these universities were invited to
participate by the chairman of the GRE Board, and to appoint a
campus cpordinator. Upon consenting to participate in the project,
campus coordinators were sent instructions and a packet of inven-
tories. Inventories were distributed and collected by the
coordinators, who returned the instruments to ETS for analyses. In

the ipring the follow-up questionnaires were distributed by the
coordinators to students who took the'inventory. Students returned
these 'questionnaire. to ETS by mail on an individual basis.

Interviews with graduate deans, faculty, and students (graduate
and undergraduate) were conducted after the students responded to
the inventory and before the followue questionnaire was distributed.
At each school the graduate dean or associate, dean; faculty members
and graduate students representing the English, biology, and psychology
departments were interviewed. In addition, undergraduates from each
of the fields were invited to discuss the inventory and graduate
admissions in general in a group setting with the visiting researcher.

6

Although all schools were initially-eager to participate in the
study, some could not complete all the tasks reqUired of them.
Delays and poor return rates resulted from various problems on

)
individual campuses, ranging from the illness of a dean to academic

.vcalendars that weremot synchronised with the project schedule. Tim

schools were unable to return the inventories.

The inventories were sent to the coordinator on each campus.
The number sent depended on the coordinator's figures for the
first-year graduate enrollments in English, biology, and psychology.
In some cases these figures were probably estimates, and in others
included part-time students, and in most cases ware probably based
on numbers at the beginning of the semester. To account for possible
lossii,of surveys we sent an extra five per department. Thus,

although sent out over 800 inventories, they ware intended for
only 4 pro taly 650 students. Thug, the 308 processed inventories
were probab y representative of 50 to 65 percent of the. actual
enrollment. (An additional 25 inventories arrived after it was too
late to process them.)- A total of 308 inventories were,collected
from 26 departments in the remaining ten schools; 163 follow-up
questionnaires were collected. Recovery rates for the follow-up

survey Varied from School to school. The lowest rate was 0 percent,

4
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,the highest 62 percent. The follow-up questionnaire was distributed
near the end of:the school year, therefore the overall rate was
lower thin it might have been if the. questionnaire had been dis-
tributed earlier.

In addition, partly betause of some misunderstandings about the
meaning of "confidentiality," it was not possible to match the
inventory data with the data from the follow-up questionnaireefor
21 cases. Thus, the short -term prediction study was based on 142
cases.

Characteristics of the sample. The sample included a wide
variety of students, as shown in Table .1. There were approximately
the same'number of men and women. Although the absolute lumbers
of blacks and ;Aker minorities in the sample was smell, the percentage
was considerablrlarger than that in the total population of graduate
students (Cabrera, 1978). The students varied widely in age end
number of years since earning the bacholor's.degree. Almosta
quarter had had some previous graduate' education. The most common
educational goal was a doctorate or post-doctoral study, with about
one in five seeking a masters degree. Just over half (532) hoped to
obtain a faculty position after completion of graduate school.
Over two-third' of the sample had worked during their last two years
of college, and 81 percent had worked between graduation and entrance
to graduate school, 37 percent full time for six months or more.

Analyses

Percentages of responses were calculated for the entire sample,
and for groupings of students based on their fields, undergraduate
grades, sex, ethnic group, and age. The percentages of students'
responses, to the detailed questions about each accomplishment were
calculated, based on the students reporting such an accomplishment.
The correlations among items were calculated, and an attempt was
made to use this information to construct scales (i.e. groupings pf
accomplishments with similar content): The distributions, means, (
standard deviations, and coefficient alphas of four resulting scales

. were calculated. One way analysis of variance was employed to
compare the scores of groups of students, again based on their
field, grades, sex; ethnicity, and age. A. short-term prediction
study was conducted in which the incidence of graduate school
accomplishments was correlated with these four scales, undergraduate



Characteristic

Desc4iptibn of Che Sample

. Percentage
N of Sample Characteristic

4
.- Position desired on completion

Male 168 55 of graduate school
Female 140 45 Postdoctoral fellowship

Teaching or administration in
Ethnic Identification , elementary or, secondary school
American Indian or Native American 2 <1

. Teaching in junior college
Black, Afro-American or Negro 29 9 Teaching-in a fcur -year college
Mexican-American or Chicano 2 - <1

. or university
Oriental or,AsiadAmerican 9 3 University research hnd teaching
Puerto Rican or Spanish- College or university adminis-
speaking American -= 2 * <1 tration

i

White or Caucasian 250 81 Research in industry or with non-
Other 14 5 4 profit organization or institute
-

Age
21 or less
22

23

24

25-29
30-34

f 35 or-greater

Nears Since BA
0-1
2

'3
4

5-9
10 or more

2"
".

18 6 ,

80 26

61 20

46 15

63 21 ,'
27 9

10 3

. 138 46

45 15

41 14
22 7

37 12',

20 6

Self-employed professional pract
practice g

-

Proftssional practice with a
clinic. hospital, or, agency

Executive position (adminis-
trator, curator, etc.) in a
nonacademic organization
including government

Other

Hourq efwepk spent working during
your 1 -t two years of under -
grad e college.

D not work
1 10 hours
-20 hours

21 or more hours

(continued)'

Percentage
of Sample

21 7

2 1

6 2

52 17

105 34

, 3 1

40 13
,

4 1

41 13

16 5

18 6

80 '26
78 25

92' 30

56 18

27



-Table-1-(c tined)-

Characteristic N
Percentage
of Sample Characteristic N

Percentage
of Sample

Undergraduate Major
Biology
English
Psychology

64

63

96

21

21
'31

Work experience between graduation
from college and entrance to
graduate sch)ol.

Zoology 27 9 None 58 19
Other- 57 18 Part-time for less than

six months 50 16
Citizenship Part-time up to a year 8 3
United States 291 94 Full-time for less than
Other 17 6 six months 76 25

Full-time up to a year 28 9
Previous Graduate Attendance Full- or part-time for more
None 233 76 than la year 86 28
Less than a year 16 5
More than a year 11 4

Obtained Master's degree 47 15
11,

Graduate degree objective
Non degree study 0 0
Master's (M.A., M.S., 'fad., etc.) 58 19
Intermediate (such as Specialist) 1 <1
Doctorate (Ph.D.,'Ed.D., etc.) 207 67
Postdoctoral study 41 13

2J 2
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grades, and the singla pre-graduate school accomplishment that was
most similar to, or most strongly related to, the graduate school
accomplishment (e.g., writing a scientific article before graduate
schdOM was correlated with writing an article in graduate school).
It in the follow-wp.questionnaire that referred to students'
sense of progress toward the attainment of certain skills were also
correlated with the same variables.

Since students provided free response answers to,questions
about their most significant attainments and their reactions to the

/inventory, a qualitative analysis of the content of these responses
was made.- These analyses attempted to develop categories that would
most effectively summarise these materials. The relative frequency
of responses felling into the categories were noted, and subtheme--
and underlying reasoning also recorded. Examples of the responses
were recorded and are'frequently quoted in the folic...sing pages.

Analysis of Inventory: Structured Self-Reports of Accomplishments

Total sample. As shown in Table 2, the fTequency with which
students reported accomplishments varied vide] among the accomplish-
Bents. For example, no students said they had entered in architectur-
al contest (ass #28), and only one percent said they had obtained a
patent or pa:ent disclosure.(#13)*or built musical instruments
( #39). To Qontrest, 76 percent said they had held a job that taught
then an important skill ( #45), 65 percent said they had been an
active weber of a ',moue that'requitsd'close interaction with other
people (441), and 62 percent said they had served as a research
or labc1;atory assistant ( #58). In addition, at least half of the
students said they had written a poem ( #2), participated in athletics
( #53), and served as a tuto._ ( #59).

Students reported a surprising amount of writing activity,
although, as we shall see later, very little of it was published.
As expected, books ( #'s 7 and 8), musical compositious ( #10), and
taking photographs for publication or for.coitests were fairly rare
( #'s 14 and 26), as were the building or defign of scientific apparatus
( #17), and original oolitic= to mathematical problems ( #18). However,
the accomplishments of repeating scientific prodedures ( #19), conduct-
ing original scientific experiments ( #20), and collecting scientific
specimens ( #21) wars fairly common, with-over a third of the sample
reporting each.

I
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Percentage of Sample Repo

.00

I. Write a short story

2. Write a poem

3. Write a play

4. Write a "literary" article or essay

5. Write a scientific article

6. Wr e a "general" article (e.g.,

paper report, eeitoral, pamphlet).

7. Write a book dealini wich some aspect
of the sciences or soltal sciences

8. Write a "literary's-took (e.g:,.novel,

book dealing with social issues)

9. Authcr or coauthor an article presented
ata professional meeting or conference

10. Compose a symphony, concerto, or sonata

21. Compose a "popular" song or "show" tune

12. Draw cartoons or illustrations

15. Obtain a patent Sr patent disclosure

14. Take photographs for a newspaper or
magazine

15. Work as editor of a publication

16. Build a scientific apparatus or device
(e.g., microscope, spectroscope)

17 Design or invent a kepi of machinery,
scientific apparatus, ctr electronic
equipment

Table 2

ing Each Accomplishment: By Field and College Grades

By Field By College GPA

English Psychology A A-
B+ or
below

Total-
Sample Biology

(308) (118) (73) (116) (89). (135) (83)

41 33 53 41 40 40 41

50 35 -75 49 56. 47 48

7 4 14 6 10 6 ,

42 35 77 27 46 40 '40

. 47 69 3 '54 43 53 43

30 28 '37 28 29 30 31

2 2 0 4 0 2 5

4 2 7 1 6 5

16 18 3 22 13 16 16

2 1. 3 3 3 2 1

7 6 10 6 12, 5 4

14 21 8 11 12 11 22

1 0 0 2 0 0 2

5 3 t5 7 6 7 2

11 4 29 8 15 10 10

11 16 1 13 10 11 13

'Oa

9 14 1 9 7 11 8

3a. 32
(continued)



Table 2 (coat:)

18. Work out original solutions to mathematical
problems (e.g., proofs for theorems or pro-
positions not given by the instructor or

Total
Sample

By Field By College GPA

Biology English Psychology A A-
B+ or
below

textbook). 8 9 7 9 8 7 12

19. Repeat a known scientific procedure or
demonstration (e.g., identification of
elements or biological specimens). 41 65 5 38 35 44 41

20. Conduct an original scientific experiment. 43 56 3 56 40 47 ,40
A

21. Collect scientific specimens (e.g.,
.ft......... fossils, rocks, microscopic slides,

photr,graphs of star movements). . 33 69 5 13 21 40 33

22. Give a.public musical performance. 25 24 32 22 26 26 20

23. Arrange or compose music (e.g folk
songs). 11 8 16 10 15 10 8

24. Enter a literary contest. 14 5 40 6 15 16 8

25. Produce original iriting (e.g., fiction,
nonfiction, poems,plays). 39 31 62 34 40 36 42

26. Enter a photography exhibit or contest. 5 6 4 5 7 6 2

27. Publicly displhy your drawings; cartoons,
paintings, sculpturesor other fine
arts work. 9 7 7 12 8 5 16

28. Enter an architectural contest or
exhibition with original designs,
building structures, or floor ,plaxs. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

29. Publicly display objects that you designed
and Jade, 4 4 4 4 4 4

30. Enter a public speaking or debating
contest. 5 4 7 3 4 3 7

Ion

33
(continued)
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Table 2 (cont.)

-Total
Sample

By Field By College CPA

Psychology A A-
8+ or

belowBiology PIA.1 ish

31. Publicly perform or choreograph artistic
dancing (e.g., ballet, modern dance,
foreign dance). 6 6 4 6 7 5 5

32. Act in a play or movie. 14 12 19 14 15 15 13
33. Direct a play, movie, modern dance,

or ballet. 6 5 7 7 7 6- 6
34. Deliver a speech. 36 38 33 7 34 36 39
33. Make your own works of art (w.g.,

paintings, sculpture). 25 26 22 26 25 21 31
36. Make your own handicrafts it (e.g.;

jewelry, needlework, weaving,/ leather
goods). 35 39 33 32 36 33 37 cr%

'37. Design objects for use by others (e.g.,
program covers, stage settings, furniture). 13 14 14 12 12 10 18

38. Take photographs, movies, or slides. 49 66 29 43 39 55 48
39. Build musical instruments. 1 1 1 2 0 2 1

40. Build electronic equipment from your
own design'(e.g., radio, spectroscope). ,4 5 1 5 7 4 2

41. Build mechanical devices from your own
design (e.g., hydraulic puip). 4. 5 0 4 1 4 5

42. Design buildings, boats, toys, equip-
ment, or automobiles. 7,' 10 5 6 4 /7 11

43. Design and construct clothing. 16 19 12 16 19 16 14
44. Design interiors of rooms and buildings. 7 6 3 12 4 7 11
45. Have you held a JO that taught you an
. important skill? 76 77 68 80 74 76 77
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Table 2 (cont.)

46. Have you received a job promotion for

Total
Sample

By Field By College GPA

Biology English, psychology A A-
B+ or
below

outstanding performance? 31 30 23 '39 . 36 27 34

47. Have you had major responsibility for
another person (e.g., custodial care,
emergency squad, parenting)? 37 31 32 45 30 32 51

48. Have you held a, position in a group that
tried to influence social institutions? 23 16 21 31 20 25 22

49. Have you been an active member of a group
in which you had to interact closely with
other people (e.g., youth counseling,
camp counseling, church activities,
community organizations)? 64 63 53 72 62 64 67 I

S3'450. Have you supervised a group of volunteers
1

(e.g., in a political campaign, neighbor-
hood program for children, church
organizations)? t-4 25 21 16 34 26 26 23

51. Have you raised or managed money for an
organization or project (e.g., community
fund drive, served as treasurer of a
club)? 29 30 22 33 36 25 29

52. Have you won an athletic award? 18 22 10 20 17 17 20

53. Have you participated in athletics (e.g.,
coached, managed, or played on a team
or in a tournament)? 52 62 34 53 48 48 61

54: Have you been elected to a major class
office (?e.g., president, vice president,
treasurer)? 12 13 7 16 7 12 19

37
3`z,



Table 2 (cont.)

55, Have you been appointed or elected a
member of a college -wide student group,

To

By Field By College GPA

Biology English Psychology A' A-.
BI- or

below

A

such as student council or student senate? 14 13 10 19 18 % 13 12

56. Have you been an elected ocficer in a
community social group? 11 8 8 14 V 16 8 10

57. gave you served.on a student-fac ity
committee? 19 16 23 18 21 19- 16

58. Have you served as a research o
laboratory assistant" either in llege.

.....-or outside of college? 62 73 25 73 57 66 58

59. Have you served as a tutor for ameone? 56 57 52 58 58 57
e

53
;

60. Have you started your own buss es? 6 4 4 10 6 4 11
N3
co

61. Have you actively participatedtin a
college, community, or religious
service organization or program (e.g.,
served as chairmaa,of a pharity drive)? 23 21 16 31 21 19

62. Have you participated in any activities
in the arts, humanities, or sciences .

that were not coversd by this question-
naire? 24 30 27 16 27 22 24

3a

t

4 CI

ta
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Relatively few students had entered contests of any sort (I's
24, 26, 28, and 30), or publicly displayed their artistic work or
talent (#'s 29, 31, 33), with the exceptions of musical 2erformances
(#22) and speeches (#34). Fairly large webers of students have
made their own works of art (#35, 252), handicrafts (#36, 352), or
photographs ( #K, 492). Again, the design or construction of any
sort of object or equipment was relatively uncommon Ws 37, 38, 40,
43, 42, 44).

Work experiences were fairly common (#47, 762), as was participa-
tion in group activities (#'s 48, 49, 50, and 51). However, the
holding of an office or position in an organisation (f's 51, 55, 56,
and 57) was relatively uncommon.

Field tifferences. The comparative frequency with which
students in biology, English, and psychology reported accomplishments
related to the emphases of the fields. Thus, activities related to
writing were generally most common among the English students,
activities related to science most common among biology students,
and activities involving interpersonal ridations most common anong
psychology majors. Artistic activities were reported to the sane
extent in all three fields. There were also some intriguing results.
For example, the biology students reported that they draw cartoons
or illustrations more than other students, possibly because they may
be required to maks diagrams and illustrations in laboratory courses,
and English students participated in athletics less frequently than
other students. In general, these overall trends provide some
evidoace that the survey item, are logically related to field
differences and reflect real differences among students.

Differences related to college grades. The sample was divided
into three groups according to their self =reported average under-
graduate grades: A, A-, and 1+ and belay. As shown in Table 2,
there were only moll differences among the groups on most items.
However, students in the "A" group more frequently reported that
they'had composed pnoular songs (#11), entered photographic contests
(#26), built' electronic equipment (#40), and participated in service
organisations ("61). The "8+ and below" group more frequently
reported that they had written books(#'97, 8), drew cartoons or
fllu:tratione (#12), displayed their drawings or fine arts work _

(#27), built mechnical devices (#41), designed interiors (#44), held
major responsibility for other persons (#47), participated in
athletiv (#53), and had been elected to major class offices

41
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(#34). On balance, homwer, the overall level of accomplishment
seamed to have little relationship to grades. This result is
consistent with a large body of other research (Baird, forth-

, / \) coming) and suggests that the inventory is assessing something
different from purely academic achievement' and, consequently may be
ppviding siginif icant information about applicants to graduate
sehool.

Sat differences. Table 3 shows the frequency with which men
and women students, eported accomplishments. There were few differ-
ences. Bovevez, menfeor. frequently reported experiences related to
science: writing scjsnt, articles (#5), building and designing
scientific machinery (#'6.16, 17), repeating scientific procedures
( 019)4 carrying out experiments-(#20, collecting specimens (#21),
and building electronic and mechanical devices (#40). Conan more
frequently reported experiences in expressive and organizational
areas: writing literary mays (#4), working as editors of publica-:
time (#15)--, perfcrming dances (#31), producing their own art (#35),
creating their own handicrafts 036), designing clothing ( #43),
participating in groups requiring close interaction (#49), raising .

money for groune (#51). an4 participating in service organizations
( #61). Undoubtedly, a large share of these differences is attribut-
able to the fields in which the men and women were studying.
More men were in biology and more women ware in English.

Ethnic differences. 'Rased on their responses to an item asking
students to indicate how they described th ves, students were
grouped into three vorost Black, White, Other. Blacks more
frequently reported accomplishments involvi leadership and organi-
zational activities: participating in group that require close
interaction rith others (iA9), raising money or groups ( #51)',

holding major class offices in college ( #54), and being appointed or
elected to positions in campus-vide groups (#55). Blacks also
reported more frequent accomplishments in certain expressive areas:
writing poems ( #2), cho ography ( #31), and participating in athletics
(#65). Blacks reported fewer accomplishments in scientific areau
that required the ownership or access to expensive equipment.
Whites more frequently reported that they had: written scientific
articles (e5), taken photographs, movies or slides ( #38), and built
electronic equipment (#40). Whites less often held positions in
groups attempting to influence social institutions (#48). The
"Other" students more frequently reported that they had designed
objects for use la others ( #37). Despite these differences, the

; frequency ofjmost accomplishments did nbt seem to be related to

race, and eiCh group reported more accomplishments of some type than
the other groups.
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Table 3

Ferdentage of Sample Reporting Each Accomplishment: MPSem, Race, and Age

(N)

1. Write a short story

2. Write a poem

3. Write a play

4. Write a "literary" article or essay

5. Write a scientific article

6. Write a "general" article, (e.g.,

newspaper report, editorial, pamphlet)

7. Write a book dealing with some aspect
of the sciences or social- sciences

8. Write a "literary" book (e.g., novel,
book dealing with social issues)

9. Author or coauthor an article presented
at a professional meeting or conference

10. Compose a symphony, concerto, or sonata

11. Compose a "popular" song or "show" tune

12. Draw cartoons or illustrations

13. Obtain a patens or patent disclosure

14. Take photographs for a rewsmer or
magazine

15. Work as editor of a publication

16. Build a scientific apparatus or device
(e.g.; micros one spectroscope)

'17. Design or inv: t a piece of machinery,
scientific apparatus, or electronic
equipment

Total
Sample

By Sex By Race By Age

1

I.:
1.-.

e

(16

42

49

8

35

53

29

4

4

18

2

8

13

1

7

7

17

13

,

Female Black
lekvoi

White Other
22 or

less
'

23-25

26 or

over

(308)

41

50

7

42

47

30

2

4

16

2

4

14

1

5

11

11

9

(140)

40

51

6

50

41

32

1

4

12

2

6

16

0

4

16

4

5

(29)

45

e2

3

41

34

34.

0

. /

7

21

0

0

10

0

'7

7

7

0

(250)

41

49

8

41

49

30

2

4

15

3

8

14

0

6

12

12

10

(29)

34

45

7

45

45

28

3

3

17

6

3

17

3

0

10

10

10

(98)

40

49

5

43,

52

30

0

3

12
.,

2

9

18

0

7

11

7

7

(133)

38

47
A

8

43

52

27

2

3

16

4

6

13

1
.

4

10

16

11

(74)

49

55

9

36

34

36

0%
7

8

20

0

c

12 -

1

5

15

9

9



18. Work out original solutions to.mathe-
matical proPlems (e.g., proofs for
theorems or propositions not given by
the instructor or textbook).

19. Repeat a known scientific procedure
or demonstration (e.g., identification
of-elements or biological specimens).

20. Conduct an original, scientific
experiment,

21. Collect sc t is specimens (e.g.,
fossils, microscopic slide%
photograph of star movements).

22. Give apublic musical performance..\

23. Arrange or compose music (e.g.,
folk songi.)

24. Enter a literary contest.

25. Produce original writing (e.g., fictthn,
nonfiction, poems, plays).

26. Enter a photography exhibit or contest.

27. Publicly display your drawings, cartoons,
paintings, sculptures, or other fine'arts
work.

28. Enter an architectural contest or exhi-
bition with original designs, building
structures, or floorplans

29. Publicly display objects that you
Alesigned and made. ,

30. Enter a public speaking or debating
contest.

45

Table 3

Total
Sample

By Sex By Race By e

Male Female Black White Other
22 or
less 23-25

26 or

over

8 10 7 0 9 14 5 10 11

41 46 34 24 42 41 48 44 26

43 49 36 17 48 31 45 45 38

33 38 27 17 35 28 38 31 30

25 )6 23 21 25 24 22 28 23

11 13 9 7 12 7 10 11 11

14 13 15 14 13 17 17 12 11

39 39 ' 40 41 39 41 44 35 41

5 ,.7 4 7 5 3 6 4 7

9 8 9
.
7 8 14 6 11 9

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 4 5 7 4 0 2 8

5 5 4 10 4 7 6 3

5

(cont'd)

6
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31. Publicly perform or choreograph

artistic dancing (e.g., ballet, modern
dance, foreign dance).

32. Act in a play or movie.

33. Direct a play, movie, modern dance, or
ballet.

34. Deliver a speech.

35. Make your own works or art (e.g.,
Paintings, sculpture).

36. Make your own handicrafts items (e.g.,
.jewelry, needlework, weaving, leather
goods),.

37. Design objects for use by others (e.g:,
program covers, stage settings,
furniture)

'

38. Take photographs, movies, or slides.

39. Buil, musical instruments

40. Build electronic equipment from your
own design (e.g., radio, spectroE ape).

41. Build mechanical devices from your
own design (e.g., hydraulic pump).

42. Design buildings, boats, toys,
equipment, or automobiles.

43. Design and construct clothing.

44. Design interiors of rooms end
buildings.

.45. Have held a job that taught you-
an ortant skill?

Total
Sample

*

By Sex AL By RaCe By Age

Male Female Black White Other
22 or
less 23-25

26 or

over

6

14

6

36

25

35

13

49

1

4

7

16 .

7

76

2

14

4

35

20

18

13

51

2

7

7

9

4

6

75,

10

15

9

38

32

56

13

46

1

1

0

6

31

9

77

21

17

/7

45

21

28

3

34

0

0

0

,0

24

10

76

4

15

6

34

27

37

12

51

1

5

4

8

16

7

77

3

7

7

45

17

28

28

41

3

0

3

7

10

10

66

6

14

7

-\

39

27

32

12

49

0

3

3

4

16

8

67

6

15

5

29

29

40

15

47

3

5

5

10

16

6

.81

4

14

8

47

18

31

11
.

51

0

4

1

8

16 r

9

80

(cont'd)
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46. Have you received a job promotion for
outstanding performance?

47. Have you bad major responitibility for
another person (e.g., custodial care,
emergency squad, parenting)?

48. Have you held a position in a group
that tried to influence social
institutions?

. .

49. Have you been an active member of a
group in which you had to interact
closely with other people (e.g.,
youth counseling, camp counseling,
church activities, community
organizations)? A

50. Have you supervised a group of
volunteers (e.g., in a political
campaign, neighborhood program for
'children, church organizations)?

Al. Rave you raised or managed money
for an organization or project.
(e.g., community fund drive, served
as treasurer of a club)?

1
52. Have you won an athletic awa ?

53. Have you participated in ath etics
(e.g., coached, managed, or played
on a team dr In a tournament)?

54. Have you been elected to a major
class office (e.g., president,
vice president, treasurer)?

49

Table 3

Total
Sample

By S, ex By Race , By Age

Male Female Black White Other
22 or

less
26 or

23-25 over

31 30 33 24 32 31 19 35 42

37 36 38 45 35 45 27 37 50

23 26 19 34 20 34 15 27 23

64 54 76 86 63 52 66 64 62

25 25 24 24 24 28 21 25 30

29 24 36 55 ', 27 21 30 25 35

18 22 14 21 18 21 19 18 18

52 54 49 65 52 38., 50 56 49

12 9, 16 48 8 14 ;3 1 8 20
N

\ \

)(conted) 5(/



Have you been appointed or elected a ;

member of a college -wide studeit group,
such as student council or student
senate?

56. Have you been an elected officer in a
community social group?

37. Have you served on a student-faculty
committee?

38. Have you served as a research or labo-
ratory aesistant either in college
or outside of college;

59. Have you served-as a tutor for someone?

60. Haveyoll,startad your wiz business?

§l. 8ive you actively participated.in a
,college, community; or religious
service organization OT program (e.g.,
served as chairman of a charity drive)?

62,' Hare you participated in any activities
. in the nits, humanities, or sciences

that wee not cove by this question-
naire?

51

0

Table 3

Total
Sample

By Sex By Race By Age

4.

Male Female Black White Other
22 or
less 23-25

26 or
over

14 14 15 24 14 10 17 14 12

11 10 11 24 10 3 9 10 14

19 20 17 24 18 21 21 21 11

62 63 59 55 63 52 57 64 64

56 51 62 69 56 48 59 53 58

6 9 4 , 10 6 3 4 4 15

13 18 - 30 24 _,24 21 24 23 23

24 21 28` 17 25 24 28 24 20

52
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Atte differences. One of the chief goals of this project was to
find ways to provide systematic information about the accomplishments
of older students, most of whom have been out of college for several
years. The median age of students in the sample was 23.5 and the
range was from 18 to 45 years. To study the influence of age on the
frequency of xperiences and accomplishments the sample was divided
into three gT 3: those who were 22 or younger, those who were

'between the ages of.23 and 25, and those whd were 26 and older.
(The median age of students in this last group was 30 years.) Th4
results, shown in Table 3, indicate that there were few differences
among these groups. The only noteworthy exceptions were that older
students less frequently reported thjt they had written a scientific
article ( #S), or repeated a scientific procedure (#19),em4 that
older students more frequently reported that they had held a job
'that taught them an important skill ( #45), received e job promotion
( #46), held major responsibility for another person ( #47), and hau
started their own businesses (#60). Of course, older students more
often had made their accomplishments after college. Thus, on
balancevolder students appeared very similar to younger students in
their accomplishments.

Responses to Detailed Questions about Accomplishments

The students who reported an accomplishment were Asked detail(1
questions about the accomplishments. Their responses are summarized
in Tables 4, 5, and 6. The percentages are based only on the
responses of students who reported, the a::.osplishment. For example,
ih&figurcs in the first line of Table 4 al:* based only on the 126
students who indicated they had written a short story. Table 4
deals with accomplishments.that Tesulted in some product or activity
that could be published or circulated. Table 5 deals with accomplish-
ments that could result in payment or which could be entered' in a.
contest. Table 6 deals with accomplishments that result in some
product which could be sold.

Table 4 shows (1) when the accomplishment took place, (2)
whether it was part of a college assignment, (3) the extent to which
It was circulated, (4) the percentage of students who named a
specific publisher or publication, any (5) the median number of
similar works. There was a wide range of responses to the questions.
For exa le, 89 percent of those who wrote a literary essay did so

' during college, but only 29 percent of those who wrote a book on the
'maid sciences did so during college, and there were no students
lino composed classical music after college. 79 percent of those who

5



Table 4. Ammer, to Detri!ed quest!~ about Accomplishments: publication Activities

This percentage:

OE those who:

*eta a short story. ,

*eta 0 poem. .

Mate a play.

%eta a "literary" articls or evsay

*tote a scientific article.

Mete a Nearer articlo, (e.g.,
memepapor meet, editorial, pamphlet).

Mete a book dialing with some aspect of
ad the sciences or social sciences.

triits a 'literary" book. (e.s., novel,

boa dealing withBANdail issues).
k

bothered or =authored an -article
presented at a professional nesting
sr conference.

Composed a symphony, teacart°, or
somata.

Composed a "popular" song or

"shown tuna.

Drew cartoons or illustrations.

%tallied a patent or patent
disclesure.4

Took photographs for a newspaper
it magasise.

Ihrliad as editor of a publication.

Circulated it

Did it this widely:

-;
Did it as

.a

k

ig P14 Paned a And had an0
specific averagea collage

part of
s!r-

publication of sieilarV fa

-. 0

or publisher works of:

*.

a
assign-
ment

87 3 9 60 85

69 9 22 23 76

81 -18 0 64 68

89 9 2 79 72

75 18 6 54 54

79 19 2 29 24

29 71 0 29 43

38 30 23 15 100

34 40 4 17 25

86 0 14 57 71

62 14 19 5 71

64 23 14 11 68

75 19 2 0 13

69 29 3 8 53

a
Only two ludo:Its reported this accomplishment.

10 2 1

13 2 6

18 5 5

15 3 5

'11 5 25

56 11 5

0 0 57

._,.

0 0 0

.

0 13 46

14 14 0

10 10 5

14 2 11

69 6 13

14 14 11

54

8 . 3.0

18 8.0

9 .5

18 4.0

38 .6

49 3.0

71/ 0

0 0

83 .5

0 2.1

14 f 6.1

20 5.0

56 9.0

83 1.0



Tibia 5. Asmara io Detailed Questions about Accomplishmems: !ayment or Calumet Activities

This sercestassi_.1/1

Of them fhos

luiltlisciantific apparatus or
device (e.g., microscope,
spectroscope). di,

IMsigmod or laveatod a place of
msebisery, scivotific apparatus,
Or electronic 'guillemot,

*TIN out original solutions to
mstbomartcal problems-(e.g"
proofs for.thoorems or froposi-
time not given by the instructor
or textbook).

Repeated a known scientific
precodurs, or demonstration

(e.g., Ulsatification of
*lemmata or biological
specimens).

Conducted as original sciantific
experiment.

Collimated scientific specimens
(e.g., fossil", rocks, microscopic

slides, photographs of star
moments).

Gave public musical performance
;.

Ascsagd or composed music (e.g.,
folk songs) .

55

filtered it in a

contest at this
levi And won this grits

4!Id It 1.1

le

O am part I 4 °.4 0

k

.a

ON
.4 ...I Did it

Named
u o

t T44 '4 Hod an

it'
collage

of a
0 0. 0.

w
a average of

0 ROCOIVed 4 04
- ea AJ0 4 0

k O. k ..0 sponsor
or

static
achieve -I assign -

4 a paymant
for it A 6. . 41 4 ` 01

.4 Im

contest pants of;

r

74 26 0 37. 77 23 0 23 23 . 0 0 0 34 0 3 0 11 1:0

71 29 0 36 67 32 0 29 1 0 0 0 21 0 0 0 0 1.5

#-

88 12 0 58 85 15 0 4 8 4 0 0 38 0 0 0 4 1.5

84 8 8 63 58 35 5 21 14 1 li
fi 30 1 0 0 10 2.0

SO 14 4 53 60 37 3 17 15 2 2 3 31 0 2 1 15 1.5

71 18 10 39 59 31 6 21 7 3 0 5 26 1 0 0 9 2.0
60 9 11 18 P 22 71 7 17 33 12 4 4 49 0 3 22 3.2

58 21 21 9 76', 15 9 3 18 9 0 3 30 0 0 0 12 3.5



Tibia 5 (cont.)

This percentage(

!stared it in a
cosiest at this

* livsl And von this arise

V 1 1

pa

As.

Did it

0
40 rt

Did it

u of a
4

a
I i.I1 4 I« .

Named lied sa

"waived u o .g I if 41 ti v a average of

1 1 4
collage 1 0 I r i

.. sponsor similar
wigs- payment 46 00 . v 1 Of achieve-

Of the*. mho: 4 1 li 00_ j_c_l A a for it a ii a . a g .4 . a u .i. ;41 ha contest manta of:

lateral a literary contest. 86

re4ucd original inlet's (.g.,
fiestas, soefictios, poems, plays). 63

inured a photography exhibit or
COSteit . 56

Publicly displayed youi drawls's;
cartoons, paintings, sculptures,
as arbor fine arts work. 81

'stared as architectural calmest or
sehlbitios with original designs,
building structures, or floor plass.'

Publicly displayed objects that
you designed and made. 62

lateral a public speaking or
Oboe's* contest. 100

Publicly performed or choreographed
artistic dancing (e.g., ballet,
modal's dance, foreign dance). 88

Acted is play or movie. 82

Directed a play, movie, modern .4

dance, or ballet. 74

Delivered *pooch. 71

Illo students did this.

10 5 5, 100 0 0 31 45 5 5 38 1 52 5 12 26 t 83 .5

P
.....,

17 48 26 72 5 2 8 19 3 2 8 36 2 I 3 18 3.2

38 6 13 87 13 0 19 38 19 13 19 69 6 0 19 75 1.2

19 0 33 67 33 0 7 59 7 0 11 48 4 0 7 44 .5

18 0 23 46 54 0 31 62 0 8 15 62 0 0 0 69 1.4

0 0 29 57 29 0 7 43 14 14 7 43 7 14 14 64 .3

12 0 12 23 65 12 12 71 0 0 18 09 6 0 0 59 2.0

12 5 18 2 91 0 11 . 33 16 0 7 32 5 0 2 18 1.2

i -

21 0 16 42 58 0 5 42 5 0 0 26 0 0 5 21 1,2

21 7 39 82 11 3 11 36 3 4 2 40 1 1 1 24 1.8

58
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Table 6. Movers to Detailed Questioaa about Accomplishments: Activities that

Rosulted in Products that Could he Sold

Dray customers
Ibis percentage: Did it from this area

.rt

And sold

4f these mhos v

Mid. your ova volts of art (e.g.,
pointless, sculpture).

Mid. your mom hamdicrafteitems (s.g.,
jewelry, moodlevork, vesvies,
leather goods).

Designed objects for use by others (e.g.,
proves covers, stags settings.
furniture).

Usk photographs, movies, or 'lidos.

&Alt musical imstruments.b

luilt elactroOr equipment frau your
Qum design (o.g., radio, spectroscope).

'milt mechanical devices from your ova
Malan (14., hydraulic pump):

Oesigmed buildings, boots, toys,
equipment, or autommbiles.

Designed end cometructed clothing.

DeeigiatIqnteriors of rooms and buildings.

0
U

^4
0

t
Did it as
part of a
college

Assignment

illes sold

these

0.4

.

IN
*A 0

: g

64 14 22 14 15 10 8

53 21 20 3 16 15 1

70 23 5 13 18 18 0

49 28 23 - S 9- 7 2

62 15 15 31 0 0 0

64 18 18 0 0 0 0

48 39 13 4 4 9 0

52 24 24 4 18 8 . 4

48 22 22 4 0 0 0

a
See text foraplasatioo.

b
Only foss students did this.

similar
fwma an

,1 4.11

1

0

1

0

Q

0

0

0

0

0

Mentioned
a type of
produrt

&Verna
of this

maime

' I

1

0

S

42

35

35

2.0

6.0

1.2

3 22 2.3

0 30 0

0 18 0

0 26 1.0

6 30 0

0 0 0

fi
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p

had written ,literary article or essay had done so as part,pf a
college assignment, in contrast to 0 percent of those who mu
photographs for a newspaper or magazine. None of the students who
had written "literary" books had published them. In contrast,
47 percent of those who had written social science books had
published them on a national scale. Finally, the average number of
similar works produced varied from 0 to 9. Overall, however, it
appears that most writing activity is done during college, and that
most of it is never published. Most of it was done independently,
that is, it was not part of a college assignment (for the "average"
activity only 31 percent said it was an assignment). This last
result suggests that the inventory does pick up accomplishments that
would not be part of transcripts that,.by their nature, do not give
details about activities, and activities which might escape the
attention of faculty members who write litters of recommendations.

Table 5 shows ay when the' accomplishment took place, (2)
whether it was part of a 'college assignment, (3) whether it was done'
alone or in a group, (4) whether the student received payment for
it, (5) the level of any contests in which it may have been entered,
(6) the iris*: won; (7) whether the student named a specific, sponsor
or contest, and (8) the median number of similar achievements.-
Again, there was a wide range in the percentages. Perhaps the most
interesting results are the varivations in the extent to which
the accomplishments led to payment, ranging frost 31 percent among
those who displayed objects they had made and (31 percent among those
who had dnteced a literary contest) to 3 percent among those who
had arranged or composed music land 5 perbent among those who had
directed a play). The variation in the percentage who had entered a
contest was also striking, ranging from-the 93 percent among those
who had entered a literary contest to the 7 percent of those who had
designed or invented machinery or scientific equipment. Overall,
most of these "contest" accomplishments Were done during the college
years, not as college assignments, were done alone (with the obvious
exception of accoplishiants in the performing arts), did not
receive payment, wars entered in a local contest (if at all), and,
with the exception of literary contests, did not receive a prize.

Table 6, which deals with accomplishments that might result in
products that could be sold, shows results that have the same
pattern as Tables 4 and 5. Although students had engaged i>d some
activities after college, most reported activities from the college
years. Few students had engaged in an activity ap part of a college
assignment, and fro had,sold a product., Thus, the question about
the area frog( which,custimers were drawn is largely irrelevant.
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Finally, thafigarag_ on the nualle.r_of aims _itaaa_aold aro _soaowhat

misleading, since so few students bothered to respond to this
question that the figures are based on very f cases. Thus, the
questions-about sales and, customers may be of questionable relevance to
assessing the importance of an accomplishment.

Constzbaf ion of Scales of Accomplishments

To explore the possibility that continuous involvement in an
area is more meaningful than single accomplishments, an attempt was
made to develop scales of accomplishments. As a first step, the
total intercorrelation matrix of accomplishments was examined to
determine the existence of clusters of related accomplishments. It
became clear that there were four main clusters: a literary and
expressive activity cluster, a science and technical activity
cluster, an artistic cluster, and a social service-organizational
activity cluster. After. ,performing several iterations to improve
the distribution, reliability, and content consistency of each
scale, the items in the four scales shown in Tables 7 through
10 were chosen. The size of the item-scale correlations appears
comparable to coefficients 0 similar analyses, and the low values
are probably due to the infrequency of some accomplishments.
The distribution of the acales_are shown in Tables C-1 through C-4
in Appendix C. The distribution of scores on these scales is
somewhat skewed, but Richards and'Eolland (1961) showed that skewness
in these types of scales does not seem to alter their usefulness.

The tables also show the mean'siale scores, the median scale
scores, the standard deViations, and the coefficient alphas.
The coefficient alphas seem adequate for the purposes of the project.
The means and standard deviattons.on the scales for various groupings
of students are shown in Table 11. The F values for simple one-way
analyses of variances across the groups are provided below'the means
for each grouping. These results are consistent ,vdth the results
for individual items reported in the last section. Thus% English
majors scored, highest.on the literary expressive scale, biolo4t-
majors scored hikheson the scientific-technical scali',60d psychology
majors scored highest on the social veryice -organizatiOnal, activfiy
scale. Unexpectedly., biology students scored highest on the artistic
scale. Additional analyses of the properties of the scales within
fields were also conducted. These analyses showed that the scales'
properties within fields were very similar to those in the entire
sample. The only exception was that the scientific-technical scale
was not very reliable in English, probably because of the very low
mean in that field and the very small variance. There were no
significant differences among the groups of students with different
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Table 7

Items Comprising the Literary -Expressiire Cluster

Item
Correlation

with Scale Score

Write a short story.

Write a poem.'

Write a play.

Write a "literary" article c. essay.

.68

.72

.44

.58

Write a "literary" book (e.g., ao.el,
book dealitig with social issues). .30

Work as editor of a publication. r .43

Enter a literary contest. .54

Produce original writing (e.g.,
fiction, nonfiction, poems, plays). .69

Act in a play or movie. .47

Direct a play, movie, modern dance,
or ballet.

Scale Mean 2.28

Scale Median 1.97-

.34

Scale Standard Deviation 2.05

Scale Coefficient Alpha .80

,
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Table 8

Items Comprising the Ar

I

tic Cluster

Correlation
Item with Scale Score

Draw "cartoons or illustrations.

Enter a photography exhibit of contest,

Publicly display your drawings, cart-me,
paintings, sculptures, or other fine
arts work.

Make your, own works of art (e.g.,
paintings, sculpture).

Make your awn handicrafts items (e.g.,
jewelry, needlework, weaving, leather

:53

.31

.44

.66

goods). .69

Design objects for use by others (e.g.,
program covers, stage Lettings, furniture). .47

Take photographs, movies, or. slides.

Design and construct clothing. .50

Design interiors of rooms and buildings. .46

Scale Mean 1.74 Scale Standard Deviation 1.78

Scale Median 1.28 Scale Coefficient Alpha .68

64
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Table 9

Items Comprising the,Srientific -Technical Cluster

Correlation
with Scale Score

Write a scientific article. .69

Authoror,coauthor an erticle44presented
at a professional meeting Or conference

Build asdientific apparatus or device
(e.g., microscope; spectroscope).

Design or invent a piece of machinery,
scientific apparatus, or electronic
equipment.

Repeat aknown scientific procedure or
demonstration (e.g., identification of
elements or biological specimens).

Conduct an original scientific experiment.
.

Collect scientific specimens (e.g.,
fossils, rocks, microscopic slides,
photographs of star movements).

.37

.53

.53

.70

.69

.59

Build electronic equipment from your own
design (e.g., radio, spectroscope). .31

Build mechanical devices from your own
design (e.g., hydraulic pump). '

Dafign buildings, boats, toys, equipment,
or automobiles.

Have you served as.a research or laboratory
assistant either in college or outside of
college?

Scale Mean 2.77

Scale Median 2.53

A

.36

.27.

.54

Scale Standard Deviation 2.23

Scale Coefficient Alpha .73

65'
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Table 10

Items Comprising the,Social Service-
Organizational Activity Cluster

a

Have you had major responsibility for*
another person (e.g., custodial. care,
emergency squad, parenting)?

Have you held a position in a group
that tried to influence social
institutions?

Correlation,
with Scale Score

Have you been an'active member of a group'
in which,you had to interact closely with
other people (e:g., youth counseling,
chufth_activitieso community organizations)?

Have you supervised a group of volunteers
(e.g., in'a political campaign, neighbor-

( hood program for childreh, church organiza-
tions)?

Have you raised or managed money for an
organization or projectje.g., community
fundArive, served as treasurer of a club)?

Have you been elected to a major class
office (e.g., president,` vice president,
treasurer)?

w

Have you been appOinted.or elected a member
of a:colleger-wide,studebt group, such as
student council or student senate?

p

.48

.43

.64

.56

.34

.42

Have you been an elected officer in aL
community social group? , .49

Have you served on a studentl-faculty committee? .44 '

Have you actively participated in a'college,
community, or religious service malization
or program (e.g., served as chairman of a
charity drive)?

Scale Mean 2.57

Scale Median 2.33

.56

Scale Standard Deviation 2.01
Scale Coefficient Alpha .65

6 6



Table li

Mean Scores of Groupings of Students on Accomplishment Scales

LE

Scales

A ST SG

1. By Field

English

Biology

Psychology

F

2. By Undergraduate GPA

3.84

1.91

1.81

24.55**

1.29

2.28

1.45 -$

6.,56**

.48

3.98

2.85

63.81**

2.03

2.48

3.0

5.02*

A 2.19 ' 1,63 2.39 2.67

A- -se 2.23 1.65 3.03 2.44

B+ and Below 2.19 2.00 2.70 2.67

F .40 1.22 2.25 .52

3. By Sex

Male 2.13 1.38 3.19 2.35

Female 2.46 2.17 2.26 2.82

F 2.02 15.78** 13.97** 4.21*

4. By Racial Grqup

Black 2.44 1.45 1.76 3.89

White 2.28 1.78 2.92 2.42

Other 2.17 1.69 2.45 2.48

F .14 .46 3. g5* ,,7.30**

5. By Age

22 and Below 2.34 1.74 2.76 2.45

23-25 2.16 1.80 2.98 2.53

26 and Above 2.46 1.65 2.43 2.80

F .55 .16 1.42 .66

All Students 2.29 1.74 2.78 2.57

aLS = Literary Expressive
ST = Scientific Technical

*p<.05
**p<.01

A = Artistic
SS = Social Service and

Organizational Activity

6"
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grades., There were also no significant differences between men and
women on the literary-expressive-scale; Women did score significantly
higher on the artistic and social service scales, and men scored
higher on the scientific - technical scale. Groups of students of

4 different ethnicity did not significantly differ on the literary
expressive scale or the artistic scale. Whites had higher scientific-
technical scores. and blacks had higher social service and organ-
izational activity scores. Finally, there were no significant
differences among groups of students of different ages. The distri-
butions of scores for each group was also calculated. The medians
of each group, shown in Appendix D, are consistent with the results
just described, but some of the differences between groups ate even
sore pronounced.

Short -Term. Prediction Study

Students were followed up at the end of their first year of
graduate school and asked about their accomplishments during that
year. The 23 accomplishments, which were adapted from Ward and
Frederiksen's (1917) questionnaire, are shown in Table 12. Students
were also asked tor their overall first year graduate school grades.
Together, these accomplishments and grades were designed to cover
most significant attainments in the first year of graduate study.
As in pre-graduate school attainments, the frequencies of graduate
school accomplishments varied widely. aver a third of the sample
had attended a scholarly or_professional society meeting, subsCribed
to at least two scholarly or professional journals, prepared a
detailed proposal or,plan for a dissertation or thesis, or research
project, carried out an independent research project, carried out a
research project with someone else, or taught one or more sections
of an introductory undergraduate course. In contrast, fewer than
one in twelve had written a paper that was accepted by a journal,
written a fiction piece, written an article for a popular magazine,
directed or produced a dramatic production, assisted in editing a
book, or designed or built a piece of laboratory equipment.

Table 13 shows the correlations of pregraduate school informa-
tion with these accomplishments. Pregraduate predictors included
the four accomplishment scales, undergraduate grades, and the best
single-item predictor of the follow -up accomplishment. The best
single-item predictor was the item most strongly related conceptually
or the most similar item among the pregraduate accomplishments.
Also shown are the correlations with graduate school grades. These
analyses are based on the 142 cases in all fields Or whom complete
merged data was available.
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Table 12

Frequency of First-Year Graduate School Accomplishments

Accomplishment

Attended one or more meetings of a scholarly or
professional society 54

Subscribed to two or more scholarly or professional
journals 34

Been Author or coauthor of a paper accepted for presenta-
tion.* a meeting of a scholarly or professional society 14

Been author or coauthor of a paper submitted for
publication to a scholarly or professional journal 18

Been author or coauthor of a paper accepted for
publication by a scholarly or professional journal 6

Been author or coauthor of a fiction piece 8

Wrote an article for a popular magazine 1

Directed or produced an actual dramatic production 2

Prepared a detailed proposal or plan for a dissertation,
master's thesis, or other major research project 36

Carried out an independent research project 56

Carried out a research project in collaboration with
another student or a faculty-member 43

Had teaching responsibility for one or more sections
of an introductory undergraduate course - 44

Had teaching responsibility for mne or more sections
of an advanced undergraduate course 23

Conducted a section of an undergraduate class on
one or several occasions 30

Frequently advised tutored other graduate students
in your field 25

Assisted in editing of text or preparing of biblio-
graphic material for a book 3

Programmed a computer to analyze research data 16

Prepared a course syllabus 17

Entered a literary or scientific context or competition 11

Won a literary or scieuific contest or competition 3

Worked, interned, or did a practicum outside the
environs of the campus 18

Designed and built a piece of laboratory equipment 8

Learned to operate or maintain a piece of electronic
equipment

Percentage
of Sample
Reporting

25



/, Table 13

Correlations ofoGraduate School Accomplishments with Pre - Graduate Study Information and
Correlation with Graduate School Grades

(N=142)

LE

Attended one or more meetings,of a scholarly or
professional aociety .14*

Subscribed to two or more scholarly or professional
journals .13

Been author or coauthor of a paper accepted for
presentation at a meeting of a scholarly or
professional society -.09

Beet author or coauthor of a paper submitted for
publication to a scholarly or professional journal -.04

Been author or coauthor of a paper accepted for
publication by a scholarly or professional journal -.03

Been author or coauthbr of a fiction piece .29**

Wrote an article for a popular magazine .19**

Directed or produced an actual dramatic production .26**

Prepared a detailed proposal, or plan for a disserta-
tion, master's thesis, or other major research project .08

Carried out an independent research 'project .06

Cariied out a research project in collaborat4on
with another student or a faculty member -.08

Had teaching responsibility for one or more
sections of an introductory undergraduate course -.02

Had teaching responsibility for one or more
sections of an advanced undergraduate course .02

Conducted a section of an undergraduate class on
one or several occasions .06

Frequentli advised or tutored other graduate
students in your field .08

A ST SS SBI UGPA GGPA

.30** .08 .12 .25** .10 .00

.06 .22** .11 .23** .12 .02

.10 .20** .11 .36** .01 .12

.09' .21** .06 .25** -.05 .13

.05 .17* -.17* .24** .10 .09

-.01 -.15A -.01 .35** .14* -.14*
0

.19** .00 .09 .29** .10 .0n

.09 -.05 .14* .48** -.01 -.03

.20** .04 .19** .24** .08 -.04

.08 .20 k .02 .25** -.14* .14*

-.03 .21** .01 .31** -.14* .26**

-.12 .17* -.14* ..21** -.02 .04

.14* .14* .14* .24** -.11 .08

-.02 .12 .09 .22** -.05 .00

. .21** .29** .05 .32** .07 .00

(continued) 71
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Table 13 (continued)

LE A ST SS SBI UGPA GGPA

Assisted in editing of text or preparing of
bibliographic material for a book .07 .18* .13* .11 .21** .05 .01

Programmed a computer to analyze research data .04 .18* .21** .09 .26** .04 .10

Prepared a course syllabus .07 -.07 -.03 .04 .16* -.04 .03

Entered a literary or scientific contest or

competition .10 -.08 -.05 -.09 .27** .06 .05

Won a literary ch. scientific contest or competition .07 -.01 -.01 .12 .22** -.11 .08

Worked, interned, or did a practicum outside the
environs of the campus .09 '.06 -.01 .24** .25** .12 -.01

Designed and built a piece of laboratory equipment .04 .12 .22** .12 .26** .02 -.05

Learned to operate or maintain 4 piece of electronic

equipment .04 .13* .50** .02 .48**

\4,

-.03 .05

First year graduate school GPA -.01 .03 .03 .08 .30**

Note: LE = Literary Expressive Scale
A = Artistic Scale
ST = Scientific Technical Scale
SS = Social Service and Organizational Activity Scale
SBI = Single Best Item,Predictor

0 UGPA = Undergraduate Grade-Point Average
OGPA = Graduate School Grade-Point Average

*<.05
**<.01

Note: Correlations are biserial except for SBI which are tetrachoric.

7 2, 7 3
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Most of the graduate School accouplishmentrwere correlated at a
statistically significant level with one or gore of the predictors.
However, in general, the correlations are not high. With sine
exception, none of the correlations of the four accomplishment
scales and undergraduate grades with the follow-pp accomplishments
exceeded .30. -

In generale the accomplishment scales were related to the
follow-up attainments in plausible ways, although there are some
unexpected results. Thus, scientific attainments were predicted
best by the scientific-technical scale, writing attainments by the
literary-expressive scale, etc. However, it is unclear why the
artistic scale was the best predictor dkattendance at meetings of
scholarly or professional societies,'nor why only the artistic and
social service scales'were correlated with planning a dissertation
or major research project.

Neither undergraduate nor graduate grades were related to the
attainments with three interesting exceptions. Writing a fiction
piece was positively related to undergraduate grades and negatively
related to graduate grades. Possibly fiction writing was emphasized
at the undergraduate level, but was seen as external to scholarly
pursuits at the graduate level. Conversely, both carrying out an
independent research project and carrying out a research project in
collaboration with others were negatively related to undergraduate
grades and positively related to graduate grades. Certainly research
is emphasized at the graduate level, but it is unclear as to why it
would be negatively related to undergraduate grades. AlthoUgh it is
difficult to know how these correlations are affected by the attenua-
tion in the range of undergraduate grades, the overall lack of
relationship between grades and graduate school attainments suggests
the independence of these kinds of activities from sheer academic.

'

performance. It is worth noting that undergraduate grades were
correlated .30 with graduate grades both of which were highly
restricted in range in the sample.

The "single best item" in the predictors was included to test
the possibility that the best predictor of a specific accomplishment
would be a very similar earlier accomplishment, rather than a high
number of related,, but somewhat different accomplishments, as
reflected in the scale scores. That is, are people who are likely
to write a journal article, those who have already written one?
Although there were not precise equivalents of every graduate school
attainment in the inventory, there was a similar item in almost
every case.

Overall, the results show that the most similar item correlated
somewhat higher than the best scale score. The median differ-

.

once in correlation was .05 and the mean difference was .067.
Thus, knowledge about specific similar behaviors provided better

74
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prediction of specific gradua school attainments than did knowledge
about an array.of related accomplishments. However, it is likely
that the scale scores would provide more stable and reliable informa-
tion for general use in admissions, and that the scales might pre-
dict attainments later in the graduate school oareer more effectively
than the items.

To examine the possibility that thee correlations were inflated
due to the differences among fields, ,wirihin field analyses were also
conducted. The results of these analyses-are quite voluminous so
they are not shown here. The correlations of the-pre-graduate school
accomplishments,and scales with the graduate school accomplishments
were compared. In 75 percent of the comparisons, the correlations

.within fields were higher,than the correlations for the entire
&sampler. Of t e remaining 25 percent, the great majority of within

field correl tions were only slightly lower than the correlations
based on th combined sample. The same lack of correlation between
grades a graduate school accomplishments appeared in the within
field results.

7

,Students' Sense of Progress

Students indicated

,

their sense of progress toward the attainment
of skills and competencies on a four-point scale, as shown in Table
14. That cduld also indicate that they had no experience in the
area or chat it was not applicable. The ratings show that nearly
all students felt that knowledge of the literature in their area,
familiarity frith bibliographic techniques, the ability to gain
insight into materials in the field, the ability to design and

evaluate research studies, and knowledge of theoretical approaches
in the discipline were applicable tq their experience. Students
felt they had made most progress toward skills in conducting
experiments with living things, ability to gain insight into the
materials of the field, ability to use the scientific method, and,
for those to whom it applied, the'ability to gain insight into the
problems of clients or patients. Students felt they had made the
least progress toward a reading knowledge of foreign language,
knowledge of mathematical or statistical techniques, familiarity
with various modes of criticism, and knowledge of theoretical

1

approaches to their discipline. However, not too much importance
should be assigned to these differences. The mean of the item rated

ie

highest was close to "Above verage" whereas the mean of the item
rated lowest was close to " erase." Obviously students felt they
had made good but not excel nt progress in every area.

The highedt correlations between pre-graduate school accomplish-
ments and students' ratings of their progress during the first year
of graduate school ranged from .17 to .48 with a mean of .27. This
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Table 14,

Students' Sense of-Progress toward Skills and Competencies

Percentage
NAa

Mean
Ratingb-

Knowledge of literature Jn your area of
specialization 0 2.50

Familiarity with bibliographic techniques
in your *Tea 2 2.26

Familiarity with various modes of criticism 7 2.62

Knowledge of mathematical and/or statistical
techniques 15 2.77

Ability to gain insight into the problems of
clients or patients 49 2.18

Ability to use scientific instruments and aiTSratus 19 2.30

Ability, to use scientific method 11 2.18

Skill in conducting experiments with living things
(e.g., plants, animals, numan subjects) 21 2.10

Ability to gain insight into the materials of
your field 2 2.12

Ability to design original research ltv.iies 4 2.30

Ability to evaluate research studies 4 2.42

Knowledge of theoretical approaches in your
discipline 1 2.60

Ability to teach complex ideas to undergraduates 11 ' 2.25

Ability to interpret research findings 6 2.39

Knowledge or understanding of historical
context out of which literature evolves 9 2.53

Reading knowledge of foreign language 20 2.90

aPercentage that indicated they had no experience in 'this area or
that the item did not apply to them.

-Mean rating given by students to whom the skill or competency was
relevant on the following scale:

1. Exceptionally well prepared
2. Above average
3. Average
4. Below average 76
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suggests that students who were more active and reported more
pre-graduate school attainments relevant to each area of progress
felt they had benefited more fiom their, first year than did other
students.

Semi-Structured Self-Reports

At the end of the inventory of pre-graduate accomplishments

students were asked to describe three experiences that they considered
highly significant in their preparation for graduate study, or that
gave them the greatest sense of accomplishment. These may or,may
not have appeared in the preceding lists of accomplishments. (Then,
for each experience or accomplishment, students were asked to:

(1) brieflyNtescribe the experience, providing specific details
about whey and when it occurred, and how and why it was
initiated;

(2) describe any skills, competencies, knowledge or special
accomplishment they felt resulted from the experience;

(3) if possible, provide evidence of the quality or level of

attainment this achievement represents;

(4) describe the relevance of the skills, competencies or
knowledge resulting from the experience for the students'
educational goals;

(:) give the names and locations of individuals thatlare
acquainted with their work in the area of the experience.

Altogether, 82 percent answered these questions for at least
one experience , 58 percent two, and 35 percent three. (A number of
students later commented that they felt they had no accomplishments
or at best one that warranted such detailed reporting). The resulting
responses were quite varied in substance and style. They ranged
from reports of purely academic attainments (e.g., being elected to
Phi Data Kappa) to the most personal feelings (e.g., "I fell in
loye"). They covered experiences of the most general kind ("My
thole undergraduate education") to the most specific ("Took field
courses in Freshwater Algae, Biology of the Ferns, Aquatic Entomology
and Bryophytes at the University of Minnesota Biological Station in
summer of 1977.") These responses were analyzed in order to find
answers to specific questions:

--What is the nature of the experiences that students consider

important?

(e
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--Are these experiences picked
accomplishments? If so, how
describe them?

What is the character of the
accomplishments claimed?

up in the earlier listings of
adequately did the listings

skills, knowledge, or special

What kind of evidence is provided for the quality or level
of the achievement?

--In what ways do students believe their experiences prepared
them for graduate school? What skills cid students believe
are needed in graduate school?

- That kind of documentation in terms of verifiable facts or
references to knowledgeable individuals do the students
provide?

The answers'to these questions'have clear implications for the
revision of the inventory.

1. What is the nature of the experiences that students consider important?

As indicated/earlier, the experiences described by students
covered an extremely wide range. To provide theNreader some
sense of this diversity, the following, fairly typical examples
are provided:

During my senior year at University I was involved in
a research project on how plants respond to wind. I was
interested in some independent work but as I became more
involved the more I wanted to work. Ultimately I was

odirectly involved in three major branches of
current research of the wind response of plants; hormone
interactions, morphogenesis and ecoldgical implications.

I was part of a student research project sponsored by the
Na onal Science Foundation for the summer following my
junio year. It took place in . at
the extension. My .search project
was a pilot-type validation of a questionnaire linking the
self-concept an the body image.
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Teaching at High School in
taught biology, genetics, :phyakCal science, and general
science for two years af6r graduating college. Reason
for teaching was to provide a means of self-support prior
to entering graduate school.

Participating.in the Program cs an undergraduate.
This program an intensive clinical program allowing - one
contac nstruction by piofessionals, practicums for
each rea y studied such a& indiv. therapy, group
the apy, activity therapy, testing.

Participation in
Training PrOgram
of undergraduate
program, because
"real life" side
something useful
the theory I had

*

the College Drug Counselor
in during my senior'year
study. I applied for admission into this
1 felt a need to get involved in the
of my field'ol study. I wanted to do
and. constructive. I wanted to apply all
learned.

Cooperative Sduc. work experience
--vas a peercounselcr for Upward Mobility Program. Made
career development plans for underemployed employees.
Involved counseling, communicating with supervisors and
educational inseitutes, researching Personnel references
and compiling information. Assisted director of
Program and director of Cooperative Education Program.

Ns,

As par of a class dealing with cancer and children we
vole: ered at theeuniSrersiti children's hospital. We
were allowed to wander in and, out of the patients' rooms
depending on whether or. not they wanted to talk to us. We
took games'from the-recreition center and played with
children (age 6-18) at their bedside; took them for short
walks, etc.

* *

Designed and Tested Inventory (DSI); a
330-question computerized questionnaire built with the aid
of Dr. Dept. of Psychiatry dur4ng,1976-
1978 to provide accurate national data on sexual attitude
and behavior.



Experienced-doing research under the guidance of a Bioatat-
,istician at for one summer. I had the .

experienceof computer programming biological data on the
effects of radiation on the ageing process.

A

-Staiting a high school. In summer, 1976, in
three friends (incl. me) decided we manted to teach and
that the best way to.do that was to start our own alterna7
tive school. We did the required legwork quickly. I
participated as teacher and co-administiator for two years
before beginning graduate school.

I prepared and presented a paper to the Interdisciplinary
Honors Seminar during my senior year of college. Under
the direction oc, a professor of English and a professor of
French, I did iidependent study on the literary rilatioh-
ships between Madame de Steel and Margaret Fuller. Then I
gave a one-hour, oral presentation of my findings to a
group of fellow honors students and the faculty'members of
the Honors Committee. A copy of my paper was filed at the
university library. Such a project is required for
graduation with honors from University.

*

(Additional examples of accomplishments are provided. in Appendix E.)
4r%

The great majority of accoiplishments,(over 90 percent) were in'
three main categoriei:

(a) Accomplishments related to employment,.
(b) Academic experiences, and .

(c) Interpersonal experiences.

Another "category" of idiosyncratic attainments and experiences- -
e.g., "build my own house," "was rejected by all the graduate
schoOls to which I first applied"--comprises the remainder.

(a) Accomplishments related to employment. The majority of
students (74 percent) had worked to some degree during
their last two years of undergraduate study, 48' percent at
least 11 hours a week, and 18 percent 21 or more hours. In
addition, 81 percent had worked between the time they had
graduated from college and the time they had entered

511
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graduate schc.... 61 percent had worked in some position
full time, and 37 percent had worked full time for a year
or more. Altogether, this represents a great deal of work
experience. Many of the work experiences involved the
acquisition of technical skills or knowledge (e.g., becoming
familiar with the taxonomy of acquatic invertebrates,
animal care cf rhesus monkeys, library research skills,
conducting intake interviews at a drug counseling program,
administering personality tests, and management of computer
typesetting system). Most of these involved skills that
were directly relevant to the academic field the student
entered, although some were so specific that one might
question their generalisability for work in the field. In
other cases:, the employment experiences involved general
traits that might be related to the field (e.g., in teaching
in high school., learning to communicate with students and
teach them divergent Lhinking; in serving as an assistant
to investigative reporters, learning to edit and sift
through sources of information; in werAing in a biological
field station, learning to work independently; and in
working in a laboratory, learning the importance di: care
and accuracy in research projects). Many of these work
experiences involved interpersonal skills: organizing and
managing others, working cooperatively toward ,a goal,
dealing with clients, instructing others, interviewing,
communicating, counseling, dealing with distraught people,
delegating authority,_ and motivating ethers. These experi-
ences that involve general characteristics and interpersonal
skills seem as related to the general maturation of students
as to their preparation for graduate school." That is, they
seem good preparation for a wide variety ofiadult roles
rather than being specific to graduate study.

010 Accomplishments related to academic work. Many students
mentioned experiences in classwork or ones related to their
undergraduate er..eriences. Some commonly Cited experiences
were participati.on in research projects, the writing of
a thesis, academid internships, experiments or studies
conducted as part of a class, assistantships, and independent
study. The details provided about these experiences indicated
that the great majority of them would not appear on a
transoript. The experiences typically involved specific
skills, such as "course project in developmental anarony,
in which I designed an experiment, made slides, and inter-
prete4 the results;" "as a research assistant in psychophar-
macology, learned rigorous experimental techniques;" and
_"edited college literature magazine and learned how to make
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decisions with others." However, many other experiences
involved broad general skills, such as: "Led a small group
in class on nonverbal communication; learned to communicate
.ore effectively and to lead groups;" as an undergraduate
lab assistant I had to learn to wnrk in front of people, .

and learned the subject better;" and "wrote an
honors thesis on a minor poet and learned to write critical
papers and to ark independently."

Many students described an experience in a college
group as significant for their development: "playing in
musical groups in college gave me confidence in my ability
to interact with large grov-s of people;" "held posit'on in
a college service organiza,.ion with the goal of helping
others. This taught me how to develop a budget, raise
funds, and organize activities;" "president of a chapter of
a national sorority, learning leadership skills, parlimen
tary procedure, and organizing skills;" and "lived in
international house in college, served as social chairman;

learned to deal with different kinds of people, on an
adult level, organizing and delegating authority." In

general, students cited the skills they' gained
tion, communication, organizat'_on, and management

Finally, a number of students described /general
aspects of their college experience as significant for
their development and preparation for graduate scaonl:
"was Phi Beta Kappa, based on my study skills;" "gt".ng to a
black college and having many role models;" "comrletion of
M.A. qpis on per-eption of accents- learned to work
independently and to use research skills;" "took indepen-
dently designed courses in undergraduate school, learned to
focus on gut 'tiona, and how 'to do library and interview
research," and "took a broad liberal arts program as an
undergraduate that provided me with a wide range of knowledge."
(Chickering, 1969, has noted the importance of college
experiences for students' personality development,)

(c) Interpersonal experiences. Many students described inter-
personal experiences that had had a significant effect on
their development. Some of these experiences were the
result of employment and other adult toles: "teaching in a
home f,,r delinquel, girls I learned to handle troubled
children;" "raising two children led to patience and
endurance;" "worked in public schools as an educational aid
in the career education area, counseled youth concerning
career opportunities, and learned to understand adolescents
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better," "in a practicum with geriatric patients I developed
compassion for patients and learned to initiate activity in
unmotivated individuals," "as a student advisory committee ,.
member or the California Post-Secondary Education Committee,.
I had a chance to meet many people concerned with current
issues," "in working in politics at the city and county
level, I learned community organization, public speaking,
and improved writing ability."

Some also mentioned the importance of professors in
inspiring and encouraging them to master their field and to
continue their studies.

2. Did students report these experiences in the earlier listings of
accomplishments? If so, how adequately did they describe them?

Over half of the significant accomplishments reported by
students in the free response section were not reported in the
earlier listings, or were reported in ways that made it difficult to
judge their importance. For example, consider the item "write a
literary article or essay," and a student's response that it was
circulated in the loCal community or college in a publication titled
"Lancers," and he or she had nine or more similar works. Now this
may mean that the student reviewed movies .r the college newspaper,
or that he or she contributed a number of extensive articles reviewing
current European literature to the college's literary magazine, some
cf which were used as texts in courses in the English department.
Only the open ended questions could obtain this later information.
As noted in the section describing tte 'Were of students' accomplish-
ments, many accomplishments in the academic area and the interpersonal
area were not reported in the inventory. The work experiences of
students- seemed to have been reported, but only in the ways allowed
by the itemr "Have you held a job that taught you an important
skillet," to which the student can reply yes or no, and if "yes"
can write in the nature of the skill. Obviously the quality of the
experience and the level of skill are difficult to judge from this
information.

3. What is the skills,
accomplishments listed?

In general, the skills and knowledge students list as
resulting from their experiences match the areas of their accomplish-
ment fairly well. (As the reader probably noticed, it was necessary

to describe the character of the skills or knowledge in order to
understand the significance or meaning of the accomplishment.)
These included general skills pertinent to academic work,
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general interpersonal skills, specific academic skills, specific
work related skills, general knowledge of the field, and influences
on personal characteristics.

The general skills pertinent to academic work includes gaining
knowledge of research technigles, the importance of careful attention
to detail, experimental design, writing clearly and precisely,
organizing ideas, etc. Some examples: "I learned how eo design and
carry out large scale research projects and learned something of
supervision." "I learned interviewing skills and how a research
project works (or doesn t work?);" "I learned how to read quickly
and how to be a first rate editor." "I learned how to think, how to
approach questions, how to not be afraid of questioning;" "ability
to teach a subject to neophytes."

General interpersonal skills included administrative skills,
leadership, the ability to organize groups, communication skills,
making decisions with others, etc. Some examples: "I gained skill
and competence in communicating with others as well as understanding
other people's communication patterns more fully;" "Administrative,
managerial, political, communications skill and competencies were
required to meet demands of various contingencies. I also organized
operations.) systems for both aid and non-aid employment where none
had existed before."

Specific academic skills included a wide variety of technical
skills, such as. running experiments in visual perception, preparing
manuscripts for publication, learning the taxGnomy of an animal
group, and learning statistics and computer analysis.

Specific work-related skills ranged widely from learning
business record keeping to obtaining counseling skills for working
with people needing sexual information, and from learning courtroom
procedure to applying technology to underdeveloped countries.

Gaining knowledge of the field was mentioned by a number of
students who felt that their experience or accomplishment had given
them a better foundation in their field.or some aspect of it, such
as cell biology or genetics in biology, British literature or
linguistics in English, and developmental or physiological psychology.

Finally, a number of tr.udents felt that various experiences had

affected their personal tamacteristics, especially in three areas:
pereerverance, patience or endurance; self-sufficiency, discipline

or self-confidence; and interest in or enthusiasm for the field:

8
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These five categories encompass almost all Of the kinds of
skills or knowledge listed by students, with the exception of
students who listed personal satisfaction or enjoyment as the
outcome of their experience.

It seems important to ask students to describe the skills they
had developed through their experiences; although there were
a few attainments that were self-explanatory, most required students'
descriptions of what they thought they had learned, or the skills
they felt they had developed, before they could be adequately
interpreted.

4. What kinc of evidence is provided for the Quality of the
achievement?

When students were asked v., provide some evidence of the
quality of their accomplishment, approrimately 85 percent of those
who listed accomplishments responded in some way. Given the personal
or private nature some attainments, this result might have been
expected. Of th se who did respond, the largest number mentioned
the opinions of they people as evidence. Most often this person
was a professor r instructor. The opinions or evaluations of
students the respondent had taught were also frequently mentioned.
In both cases, a name and address of the individual(s) was usually
provided. The next largest category of evidence consisted of some
official recognition of their achievement arch as a license, being
voted "outstanding teacher," being given a sorority chapter service
award, etc. In the case of competitions, the prize was mentioned.
In the case of academic achievement, the grade or honor society was
mentioned. The name 9: nature of a publication (e.g., "international
psychopharmacology journal.") was mentioned in the case of publications.
The last ma:for category consisted of references to some impact on
individuals, or specific actions taken (e.g., "program served over
40 mentally retarded children"). In general, it was easy to under-
stand and interpret the evidence provided.

5. In what wave do students believe their experiences prepared
them for Araduate school?

Th most common response to the question about the relevance
of students! experiences or accomplishments to their graduate
educational goal was to simply state that the experience was relevant
to their studiet, an answer that usually required a rereading of
their answer) to the skills question. Were is an example: "I am
hopeful of going into research in the field of ecology and will

ti
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be learning specific techniques in this. area thrOUgh my years in
graduate school. The research project I pursued as an undergraduate
was essential, invroviding the necessetkbiackground for further
study." This students' answer to the lls" question (i2) was "I
learned the major techniques used in conducting ecological research
on small mammals and became familiar with a great deal of scient
literature involved with this field." Some students simply referred
to the skills question (e.g., "see f2 above").

The secr_d most common response was to refer to general charac-
teristics they had developed because of the atmplishment. The

ftso common of these were confidence, motivati , and discipline..

Interpersonal skills and interest in the field were also mentioned
fairly'often.

The remainder of the responses chiefly consisted of specific
skills, such as operating specific technical equipment (e.g.,
autoclave), specific knowledge from the field, library skills,
statistics, etc., that the students felt were directly *elated to
their own personal educational goals. Thus, answers to the questions
about the ways the achievements had helped prepare the student for
graduate school overlapped so highly with questions about the skills
they had developed that these two aspects should be combined in one
question.

6. What kinds of documentation, in terms of verifiable facts or
references to knowledgable individuals did the students provide?

Not every student decided to list an., ,explain three accom-
plishments in detail. As we noted earlier, 82 percent gave informa-
tion about one accomplishment, 58 percent about two, and 35 percent
about three. However, approximately 85 percent of those who responded
gave: (a) the name and address of an individual who would know

about their accomplishment; (b) the name of a group which could be
contacted (e.g., a specific sorority in which they hai worked); (c)
provided some fact which could be checked (e.g., earned FCC radio
third class license).

The 15 percent who did not provide information may have not
done so for a variety of reasons. Examination of their responses
suggests that many were reporting experiences for which there could
be no real documentation, such as learning photography for ones' own
enjoyment and satisfaction. Others could be'verified, but there
seemed little point of providing such information (for example,
changing their major field to their present area of study). Finally,
some students felt that providing the names and addresses of
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individuals who could verify their statements could represent an
invasion of the privacy of those individuals; others felt that they
needed tojknow how the information would be used before they would
release it. There was no evidence to suggest that there was distortion
or exaggeration of the facts provided by students. This result is
consistent with A great deal of other research (cf. Baird, 1976) and
with the lack of concern about students' truthfulness on the part of
tho faculty members and deris we interviewed.

4 Evaluation of the Inventory

Since one of the goals of this phase of the project was to
obtain the evaluations of the inventory by people who might use it,
we sought a variety of information. This section summarizes these
evaluations. They include: first, students' responses to evaluation
item that were included in the inventory; second, their comments,
which were solicited in the inventory; third, interviews Pith
undergt-duates; fourth, interviews with graduate student.; fifth,
interviews with graduate faculty; and sixth, interviews with graduate
deans.

1. Rerponses to survey items. At the end of the inventory, students
were asked five questions about it. Their responses are summarised
in Table 15. Most students had understood the purpose of the
inventory with only 6 percent indicating that they had not. However,
opinion was more divided about whether the time needed to complete
the inventory would be well spent by applicants to graduate school.
Although 62 percent had positive reactions, 35 percent had negative
reactions. Students' opinions were even sore divided about the
desirability of having the inventory available as part of routine
application procedures: 56 percent were positive, but 41 percent
were. negative. Essentially the same number of students felt
the inventory did not allow then to present an accurate picture of
their activities and accomplishments as telt it did. Some possible
reasons for these negative responses will be described in the next
sliftion on students' comments. The different perspectives held by
students who are enrolled in graduate school and applicants to #

graduate school may alsd affect these results (see discussion of
interviews.)

Another aspect of the inventory that could have considerable
consequences for its opqtationsl use was the difficulty of completing
it. As hown in Table 1,, the groat majority of students completed

the inventory in less than an hour, and nearly half completed it in
30 minutes or less.

1111411114



Did you understand the purpose of
the inventory?

Yes
No,-not really
Only generally., but I was not

sure how it would be used

No response

If you were filling out the question
naire as an applicant to graduate
school, would you consider the time
needed to complete it to be well
spent ?,

Definitely
Yes, with reservations
No, with reservations
Definitely not

No response

Would you like to havr a survey like
this available as part of routine
application procedures?

Definitely
Yes, with reservations
No, with reservations
Definitely net

No response

Table 15

Responses to Evaluation Items

N Percentage

217 70

19 6

62 20

10 3

60 19

132 43

73 24
34 11

9 3

48 16

123 40
79 26

46 15

12 4

N Percentage

Do you feel that the inventory
allows you to present an accurate
picture of your activities and
accomplishments?

Yes 148 48

No 144 47

No response 16

About how long did it take you
to complete the survey?

30 minutes or less 136 47

31-60 minutes e 117 41

61-90 minutes 23 8

More than 90 11 4

Range: 5 to 200 minutes
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2. Comments on the inventory. Many students commented about the
inventory (approximately half the sample commentecon the survey in
response to requests after items 2, 3, and 4 in Table 15 that they
do so). These comments supported the picture of ambivalence shown
in the evaluation items. For example, many student commented that
the kind of information obtained by the inventor s already
Included in ordinary application procedures: "some universities
already do this;" "application forms now provide space to list
extracurricular activities, so I see no need for another sure y;"
"The statement of-purpose gets this." Others felt that persffialt
essays or resumes, already required by some departments would be
better than the inventory: "Takes as long to do as an essay,
but is pot as satisfactory. If this were institutionalized, schools
woutd vary the formats and grade experiences. Also, if ETSAid it,
it would be too expensive;" "Essay allows students to describe
themselves and their activities etter;" "a curriculum vitae would
be better;" "Results will be poo, y organized; resumes are much
cleaner --a lot is lost by marking umb4r of accomplishments rather
than outlining trends." This lash point was related to another
common theme, that the inventory esented fragmentem information
about students, and that some way was needed for students to tie
their experiences together: "The e would be so much individual
variation in the approach to fill ng out this form that confusion
and misunderstanding would be crea ed. Such confusion would not
exist when students express themse ves in,their dim words. A
free form essay would be better." ' re roam for elaboration is
needed;" "Too fragmented. Need chanc to convey a cohesive version
of experiences." "Can't tell what was gnificant for me and why."
"I would rather have,a chance to explai my overarching interests
rather than have a reader infer these fr marks on a questionnaire."

4 4

A number of students felt that the'inv ntory placed too much
emphasis on public recognition and awards for accomplishments rather
than experiences that were personally significant: "Many activities
are processes rather than events...many are private, such as studying
piano." "My interests in music and literature are too personal to_
be evaluated by an inveatory of any type." "Needs more questions
about accomplishments that have not been rewarded by awards, prizes,
especially those in Which the person was a volunteer or in Whitt:
people were active members but not officers." "Too centered on
achiexemects and productsa minimal aspect of creative endeavor for
most 4E us. about religious fivolvement? Life is not a series
of accomplishments, and ray life has been influenced by a myriad of
factors, especially other people." "Whole emphasis on enumerating
accomplishments and awards is misplaced and arLifical. There
is no sign of the importance of involvement in the activity. The
logic is off -- selling a work of art is not evidence for its qual'.y."

44
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"The emphasis on numbers of accomplishments is offensive."
"Althopgh the idea of.a codable inventory is probably attractive to
admissions committees it is obnoxious to the candidate as to what he
has done and why it is important."

Although the inventory included a wide range of activities,
some students nevertheless felt that it was too narrowly academic:
"TNis is for academic activities, but not for social experiences,
Which often do not have tangible goals;" "perhaps more focus on job
experience may be useful;" "Needs more on nonacademic and personal

accomplishments that were not done for public recognition;" "Skills
beyond the academic sphere are what is important, especially
the intensity of emotion and satisfaction;" "Pliny nonacademic areas
aren't covered, for example, travel, that merges into education."
(However, a few students felt that the emphasis was too nonacademic:
"This is not suited for students who have-done nothing but go to
school;" "In general the form is OK, but my achievements were
mainly scholastic").

Some students felt that the inventory would not be appropriate

for some students because they would have insufficient time for
activities: "Not fair to students who worked their May through
collage and had little time for extracurricular activities, but who
learn a lot about discipline, ambition, self-motivation, human
nature, the working world,' and responsibility,to others;" "Extenuat-
ing circumstances may limit a person's opportunity to learn -music,
art appreciation, etc. Those kind of experiendes should not be
weighed too heavily." "Many undergraduate students pursuing very
difficult courses, such as chemistry, biology, and pre-med; have
little free time outside class. The ability to cope with intensive
pressures and to succeed academically is very important in graduate
study;" "The inventory is too geared toward Single students.
Mothers have little chance to do much beyond raise kids;;' "Would
give advantage to older students who have had more time to do
things, would also favor affluent ftudents."

There were some assorted c

or usage of the inventory: "Depends
"It's OK, if,other parts of ap,licati

is about the actual operations
n num er of duplications;"
s,ms e dropped;" "OK tc use

this if one only filled out the sections that added to an admissions
committee's picture of me;" " only if optiOnal;" "Covered too wide
an area--maybe specific humanities, science, social science packets
would be better;" "Too broad, there is not enough on specific skills
and experiences most relevant to different areas of study."

Finally, some students doubted that the inventory would actually
be used by graduate admissions committees: "I'm not sure this would'

fI
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affect applications. Graduate departments do not care about students'
activities outside of their field of study. If they did, they would
require such information already;" "I'm not sure admissions committees
would regard this as important;" "I can't see how this would be used
by admissions committees;" "I doubt that this information would be-
given enough weight in admissions to warrant the time needed to
complete the fOrm;" "I don't think it would make a great deal of
difference in admissions;" "I was honest in my responses, especially
in Part Five, but I doubt that such honesty would impress graduate
committees."

Summary of - Interview. Valuatiens of Inventory

411P

3. Undergraduates. Most undergraduates reported that they did not
know what happens in the admissions process. They were unsure of
criteria used to select students for graduate study. In most cases,
they were not sure how selective were the departments to which they
were applying.

Perhaps because undergraduates were relatively naive and ready
to do anything to embellish their applications so that they would
receive a favorable decision, they said they would be eager to fill
out such an inventory. They felt that many of the accomplishments
and activities th6y might cite in the inventory would not receive
such attention in.the usual application process: "Unlike the rest
of the plication mate5ials, it does not force you to "fake" on the
essay of t things that you know that the graduate school wants
to hear about you." Others expressed feelings of intimidation. "I

have been too busy making grades as an undergraduate to get involved
with anything else. Most of my achievements were in high school. I

have little to report,,so this inventory makes me look like a clod."
Soma students ctiticized the language and focus--"the inventory is'
coo academic." Reservations were expressed about the "scoring" of
these inventories. Students did not want to be ranked with their
fellow students in terms of levels and numbers of achievements.
They sspsc( ally did not want their responses to be scored centrally
"by a company like ETS." The majority preferred to have their
responses summarized by a compute' printout of each item, and let
the graduate admissions committee or the graduate school decide how .

they wonted to use this information.

Students suggested that whether or not the inventory becomes a
GRE service, a book on how to apply to.graduate school would be
extremely helpful. The inventory could be included in the book,
along with suggested fields of study and how fields might differ in
their 'required activities and accomplishments.

,a
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4. Graduates. Recently admitted graduate students seemed more
blase and sophisticated about admissions than undergraduates, but
they were as unsure of how they were admitted as were the under-

graduates. They mentioned gradie, GRE scores, and accomplishments
as reasons for their selection in order to reconstruct the decision-
making process in ways that were-logical to them. Once they were
selected they could estimate the selectivity of their respective
departments based on their own ability and.their perceptions of the
ability of their classmates. Many noted that they were disappointed

when they found out their departments were not highly selective
- (some took.anyone that applied).

Graduate students were more critical of the inventory. Some
major criticisms were:

1. The questions were too personal.

2. Who is to decide what learning activity or accomplishment,

is important or significant to the umdividualorn4 r4r

her professional. work- -the student crthe faculty?

3. The inventory focuses on publically rempgnized accomplish-

ments, rather than personal,accopplishments.

4. The booklet is too lodg. The inventory takes a long time
to complete because students had to spend much time in
remembering past activities.

5. The inventory does not touch upon survival skills and
motivation.

6. Items should be arranged in hi;..LArchical order With frequent

accomplishments preceding,Uss frequently expected ones.

2

7. The word "accomplishments" is intimidating, and any truly
outstanding accomplishments or awa@ would be reported

any way.

8. There were too few items, related to work or job accomplishments.

T. The coverage of the survey was too broad; there should be
shorter lists geared fcr specific fields.

10. The format was restricting and there was not enough room to
answer the open-ended questions fully.

11. The inventory should be prefaced by a nonthreatening
introduction.
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Hciplever, students were -more positive about the fact that the
inventory allowed them to report,their "extra-academic" activities.
Some felt it helped them overcome their 801f-consciousness. They
felt that the inventory had someloverlap with the letter of intent
but was aufficientlysdifferent from the latter to give them an,'

.

opportunity to report unique inforiation about themselves. Also,-it,
remindedithim of things they had done that they would have forgotten
to tell the graduate schools. 'For this isason,,it was thought by
students:To_lp,a good self-assessment tool that could be used in
prepar..tIon, f0-041ying to graduate schools,.

,
Students seemeI.d to be equally divided in their opinion about

how results should be repOrted to institutions. A number of students
felt an impartial evaluation by ETS was better than, leaving the
interpretation to graduate Apartments. These students felt the
inventory would be an'application procedure to which they could
respond more freely and honestly if it was adMiniskered under the
name of ETS and GRE. On the other hand, some Students did not like
centralized scoring and preferred the interpretation to reside in
the graduate departments; however if this was the case, they suggested
that detailed interpretive information should be provided before
operationalizing the document:

5. Graduate faculty. Faculty member& were extremely candid in
their criticisma. At the same time, they were pleased that ETS was
conducting such a project since, in genegal, they felt that there
were serious problems in'using GRE scores and grades. These problems
tended to be slightly different depending on the field and level_of
graduateeducetioa. At one institution where a panel interview ties
conducted, faculty openly admitted that 10 percenaktof the master
degree students in the programs were not capable of doing graduate,
quality work and 25 percent of the doctoral students were "washouts."

Faculty were_asked if there was any one thing that, in their
experience, was the best predictor of graduate school achievement.
English faculty generally felt that, in the words of one, "love of
the written word" or--experience with writing (not necessarily
published) was an important factor. Clinical psychology faculty
pointed to "maturtty" and experience with activities that involved
interpersonal skills (e.g., sales, club work, counseling). Biology

'faculty were not sure that lab experience were all that important to
successful graduate study. In general, they felt that any activities
that promoted self-reliance, self-directed study, and a sense of
responsibility, no matter what the setting, were important predictors
of successful graduate study in their field. Such activities and
attributes are important considerations when a student is in the
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"gray area" Or he or she is not a known quantity as evidenced by
scores, grades, or reputation of the sending undergraduate institution.

A major criticism of.the inventory by faculty members was that
the instrument tried to list too many activities and too. great
variety. .It was suggested that each discipline have its owu imentory.
Psychology faculty, in particular, felt that the variety of subspe-
cialties within their field made it difficult to use one form or,
standard approach in admissions. For example, clinical work demanded'
evidence of interpersonal skills and organizational psychology --
requited work in large organisations. FUrther, experimental psyche-
logy demanded a good deal of laboratdry experience.

Some faculty felt that their present procedures were adequate,
particularly those in English who rely heavily on the written
statement of purpose.

In less salectivetdepartments where feV if any applicants are
rejecttd, faculty suggested that the inventory can serve to inform
faculty about characteristics of the incoming students. Several
faculty suggested that the inventory could substitute for an inter-
view when it is not possible to see the student.

6. Graduate deans. Without exception the graduate deans and
associate deans who participated in the interviews were ent1,-isiastic
about the study. In general, they were not as critical about the -/
inventory is-the graduate faculty members. Bowyer, they did feel
that much additional research and study would be needed for the
inventory to be important in the admissions process. "Most faculty
will vent to know the-predictive power-of the inventory. .Do students
who record certain accomplishments in fact accomplish much in
graduate' school and are.they successful graduate students?"

One dean suggested that we do a concurrent validity study: "Do
research like that done on the SVIB. Give people who'are'rated
successful in a field the inventory and compare these responses to '
those Who have not entered the profession." The deans were not sure
whether they preferred students who were generalized and had a
breadth of accomplishments or those who exhibited depth in their
activities. In the long run, they felt that both types would,
contribute to their Vespectile departments.

The deans felt faculty members would have to b% trained to
interpret the responses and make decisions about,studentl. One
suggestion was that a manual be-devised for faculty members that
contained five or six case studies of various isdiliduals, for

9 5
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'tk

e

J
example, the hypoth tical case. of John Jones who had high GRE
scores, a very low PA and pdor writing ability. Attached to this , .

information there uld.be an'inventory,report* The manual could
describe approaches to making decisinna, using tide hypothetical
data, so that faculty would beitfamiliar with the inventory results
before using them in practice. ,

. .,.

Most deans felt that faculty=membere'did not have enough time ...

to read an entire booklet. There.iiould have to be some type of
succinct summary of what was in the booklet. This should be more
than a listini of.the inventory Items thatmere checked by a
student. The report to the faculty would have to say-more than just
what the student reported. t It_whild have_to_beevaluativa

'Deans as well as faculty members felt that a scpre report was
not an epprotriate format to suMmarige the inventory responses.
They all seem to feel,spowever, that these had to be some,anchor
pointsk a data bale, cli'a comparative statement or number that would
give the receiver of the report some notion of how a particular

istudent fared out of all studints applying of graduate school in a
particular field or W graduate school in general. At the least,
there should be someway y-to know that certain eccompliihments are
rare events and indiCeti highly atcomplished people Who do succeed
and certain accomplishments are frequent avente and indicate another
type of student.' Reiearchleight Om that "high accomplishers" drop
out of graduate school and that people who are in the middle rangeq
are the ones most4likely to steadily pursue graduate study and-
continue twaccomplish And to. do various activities. Some faculty
Limbers suggested that'e narrative -describing the student that
was based on his or her inventory responses would. be helpful.

.', to

It soeme'reasoaable to think that a wider sampling of deans and
ficulty would find-some who have doubts about the accdracy and honesty
of the respondents, but, among those we interviewed there Vai not much
concern with exaggerated self-reports. The deans (and faculty)
interviewed felt tbat students would be h9 more dishonest in
their inventoryireslontes than they would in any othe aspect of the
application. process. On the other held, students felt-their Fellow
applicants could not always be trusted for accurate information.
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Discussion

The purposes of this project, as otltned by Baird (1979)
were the following:

(1) To develop comprehensive, concise, and accurate descriptions
of the significant accomplishments of applicants. Recognizing
that graduate schoo1i have,always given attention to students'
performance over and beyond traditional academic qualifications,
there is a need for systematic ways to evaluate the noninstitution

'learning and activities of students so that students with the
best potential for, outstanding graduate and'career performance
can' be selected.

(2) To broaden recognition of alternate forms of'talent, which
may be somewhat removed from.purely academic ability. Again;
although graduate schools have commonly given attention to
theseiLinds of talent, there is a need for more effective
methods of assessing this talent and thereby increasing its
_salience in the admissions process.

(3) To provide graduate admissions committees with'more appropriate
information in order to better evaluate the accomplishments
of students with special characteristics or preparation, such
as minority students andiolder students. The goal was not
only to provide a systematic reportipg procedure so that
admissions committees can evaluate these students more fairly,

also to provide students '4th a better opportunity to
present evidence of talents they feel are personally significant
and worthy of attention.

The mere spedific goals of this phase of the project were
'to estimate the degree to which information. about pregraduate school
accomplishments predict graduate school success, examine the
possibility of streamlining the inventory, study ways to most
appropriately administer and use the inventory, and examine the moat
usefpl ways of analyzing and interpreri4-iiithnts' responses, and
reporting the results.- To'what extent did the study reported in the

. previous pages serve. these purposes?

1. Did the survey assess students' signi4j.cant attainments prior to
graduate school in a comprehensive, 65eciee, accurate and
systematic way? The responses to the main part, of'the survey
were plausible in the frequency of attainments, the differences,
between :ields, their intercorrelations, and in terms_ of the

(
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evidence supplied as documentation. Study of the character

is

of the responses suggest that almost all tudents completed
the survey conscientiously and completel . Together, these
results suggest that the survey did gain information about many
significant acco-rlishments, and that the inventory could, provide
a concise and accurate method for assessing pregraduate accomplishr
ments. In addition, the free-response questions elated students
to present a1 great variety and depth cf information about the
accomplishments they felt were personally significant. Analyses
of these free -response achievements suggested that twO areas of
significant student activity could be given greater eiphadis in
the inventory: work experience and academic experience broadly
defined. Thus, any assessment like thp inventory should ask
more questions_ about _these _areas.-

e
,

t

.

Related to the question of comprehensi:teness, student

responses to the evaluation items suggested that some students,
felt that the present form of the inventory did ndt allow
them to provide a, comprehensive picture of themselves_and
their interests, and did not allow them to indicate the value
they placed on an achievement or experience, especial* the
more personal kind (althougb that was precisely the point of
th4 freeresponse qdestions About significant accomplishments).
Some students also felt that -the inventory emphasized quantity

and tangible products rkther than quality and depth, suggesting
that something like the presently requilid personal statement
night do the job better. Others, however,- -felt that the
inventory added to present information. Furthermore, faculty
'embers also recogniied that the inventory collects information
systematically, and organizes it in ways that increase its
salience for decision-making. They also recognized that the
inventory gave students an equal chance to describe themselites,
indtontrest to personal statements which are dependent on
students' ability to dramatize their attainments. Thus,' in sum?,

it appears that the invIntory does meet this first purpose, even
though further work could lead to improvements.

2. Did the inventory identify indicators of broader kinds of
talent? The statistical results for both the items and the
fo9r scales indicated that they were basically unrelated.to
undergraduate grades. Thus, the inventory did provide systematic
information'about indicators of "nonacademic" talents that
might not appear in the ordinary transcript. Furthermore, the
evidence provided by the short-term prediction study indicated
that these indicators were correlated with the%graduate school
attainments of students, whereas undergraduatelfgrades were. not.
Although this is undoubtedly partly due to the attenuation in
the range of'grades, it is worth noting chat undergraduate
grades stilk,correlated .30 with graduate grades, which also
had a small vatisuc:an Although some of the graduate school

f
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'attainments were fairly rare and the time span.covered only the
first year of study, .the inventory. predicted these attainments
with moderate succdss. It key be that a follow up after several
years eight produce higher correlations as students have more>
op;Ortlignities for accomplishment in later years of study.

3. Would the inventory supply inforektidn useful in the fair
evaluation of applicants with special characteristics? In the
development of the inventory, a strong effort was made to
incorporate the revisions suggested by reviewers from various
groups /to make the content and phrasing as fair as possible.
The re , to °f t 'easel : a bates ohs Lama -and scores
showed some differences between men and women students, and
among students of different ethnic backgrounds. however, in
each case the groups "balanced out; although men were high in
the scientific.and technical areas, women were high in the

...,lartistic and social service areas; although whites were high in
science, blacks' were high in social service and' organizational

-activities. Furthermore, students with lifferent grades and

, students of different ages did not differ significantly on any '

of the scales. Finally, the differences between students
with different personal characteristics were typically much
'smaller than the differences among the fields. This evidence
suggests that the inventory provides an-overall description of

-itudents'that, taken as f whole, allows students with different
characteristics to tell admissions committees what they are good
at and what they have done. The issue of fairness is.very
complex, and muclOwork U6u1d be needed to shoe that the inventory
is unbiased in every sense,. buethese results seem promising.

The more specific goals of the project also were generally met.
A careful analysis of students' written responses to both the
detailed questlons addhe free response questioil suggested
acturacy in Students' self- reports? Fo'r example, when asked to

provide documentation, students did provide sufficient information_
to allow4a check on their responses. Although a completetcheck'of
students' re0onses-was not conducted for reasons of cost, the
charaCter.of the` responses' suggested that they were responding in
good faith and as clearly at their'understand&g of the instructions
allowed. There also seemed to be little exaggeration (e.g., no one
claimed to have published an irticle in Atlantic magazine, but some
said they had published an article in their college literary magazine).
Although the inventory would have to be used in'actual a i001,

situations and a study of the verification of students' lalis

conducted to provide a definitive final answer, these r ults
suggest that most students responded as accurately as t y could.

/
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The inventory could probably be made more efficient and
streamlined. First, certain achievements were so rare that the
items about. them could probably be eliminated. Furthermore, some
items were unrelated to any graduate school attainment and could
probably be eliminated on thosetgrounds. In addition, some activities
or products are so seldom entered in contests, sold, or'win prizes,.
that such detailed questions may beunnecessaty. The need for
detailed documentation questions about each item (in Parts I, II,
and III) also seems low, esprecially because the data provided there
often ere difficult to interpret. (In contrast,-the details provided
is ansiirs in, Part V were qui.4 helpful.) It seems likely that a
fairly simpli and easily compl_e_ted_foratould_bc_ifevelopect,Even In__

its present form- -that includes background questions and evaluation.
items ---the great majority of students reported few problems in
completing the survey, and most students were able to fill it out in
half an hour or less.

The results of the study were less clear as to the most

appropriate administration and use of the inventory, and the most
useful ways of interpreting and reporting students' responses._
Since the study was based on an examination of first-semester
graduate students rather than actual applicants whose responses
might be examined by admissions committees, we had no "on hands"
'data that were relevant to these goals. Consequently, we had to
rely on our interviews with students and staff. As suggested in the
description of the interviews, there was little commas,' on any
of these issues. It Indus clear, however, that all the groups
were favorable to.the basic ideas behind the inventory although
there_was_a-diversity of opinion about bow best to isplenent them.
'Additional work would be neAded to work out the beet conceptual
and operational course of action in the future.

At

As noted, one major drawback of the study is-that it was based
on the responses of currently enrolled graduate students rather then
applicants. Possibly, the. results would be different if they were
based on actual usage of the inventory in real admissions decisions.

In summary, given this caveat, the oasic purposes of the
project appear to have been'served; A reasonably comprehensive,

concise, and accurate method for assessing the pregraduate school
accomplishments of applicants was developed. The method appears to
be fait, at 'salt on initial indications-, and to correlate with
graduate school success, broadly defined. Student and staff comments
resulted in a variety of suggestions for iikprovements. Ways to
implement those suggestions to provide some tools for better admissions
practice are currently being pursued with the sevice of people
directly concerned with graduate admissions.
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BACKGROUND QUESTIONS

The following questions will be used for research purposes only. Your responses
will be used to help us identify items that might be-unfair to various groups of
studentsiand to help us understand the results of the study. They'will not be .

-used in any other way, will not be communicated to your department or university,
and will not be seen by anyone except the research staff. We encourage you to
answer all the questions so that the results of the study will be more accurate.

1. In what ye ar did you receive your
bachelor's degree?

2. What was the full name and
\lotation of the college that
awarded your bachelor's degree?

Name

tLocatio

3. Was your 'dergraduate major in -

. the same f id you are now
studyiug as a graduate student?

o Yes

o No

4. What was your undergraduate major?

ti

nbi

5. COnsidering only your last
two under years,
approx ely what overall
grade average did you receive?
(If your college does not use
letter grades, please mark the
letter grade that is the
closest equivalent to your
grade average.)

o D Or loWer

C-

o C

o B-

o B

o A-

o 4

6. Have you attended another graduate
institution on at least a half-
time basis?

10"

0 No

0 Yea, for less than a year

0 Yes, for a year or more

0 Yes, and I obtained a Master's
degree
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7. What is your eventudl graduate degree
objective in ycur current field?

o Non degree study

o Master's (M.A., M.S., M.Ed., etc.)

o Intermediat6 (such as Specialist)

o Doctorate (Ph.D., Ed.D., etc.)

o Postdoctoral study

8. What kind of position do you hope to
hold on completion of graduate
school? If you are considering more
than one, mark one first preference.

o Postdoctoral fellowship

o Teaching or administration in
elementary vr secondary school

0 Teaching in junior college

0 Teaching in a "four -year college

or university

° University research and teaching

0 College or university administration

0 Research In industry or with non-
profit organization or institute

o Self-employed professional practice

0 Professional practi..c with a clinic,
hospital, or agency

Executi position (administrator',
curator, etc.) in a_ nonacademic
organization including government

0 Other (Spety):

9. On the average, how many hours a week
did you work during your last two
years of undergraduate college?

o Did not work

0 1-10 hours

0 11-20 hours

0 21 or 'more hours

10. Did you work between the time you
graduated from college and the
time you entered graduate school?

11.

o No

o Yes, but only part-time for
less theft six months.

o Yes, part-time up to P year

Yes, full-time for less
than six months

Yes, full-time up to a year

Yes, full- or part-time for
more than a year

What is your sex?

Male

Female.

12. What is your age?

13. Are you a United- States citizen?

Yes.

No

14. How do you describe yourself?

0,:American Indian'or
Native American

Black, Afro- American or Ne o

Mexican-American or Chicano

Oriental or Asian-American

Puefto Rican or Spanish-speaking
AArican

White or Caucasian,

Other
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The, qdestions in this section refer to writing and publishing activities. Answer each
question by BLACKENING THE APPROPRIATE CIRCLE after'each question.,

If you indicate below that you have engaged in a listed activity, please yrovAide all
. the information about the activity as requested by the columns. If you indicate

Have you
engaged,in this
activity? If

you mark "Yes," 4

In college or prior to applying
to graduate school, did you:

fill

rows
No

in the
at right
Yes

1. Write a short story. 0 0

2. Write a poem. 0 0
3. Write a play. CD 0

4. Write a "literary" article or essay.

5. Write a scientific article.

6. Write a "general" article, (e.g.,
newspaper report, editorial, pamphlet).

7. Write a book dealing with some aspect
of the sciences or social sciences.

8. Write a "literary" book, (e.g., novel,
book dealing with social issues).

9. Author or coauthor an article
presented at a professional meeting
or conference.
(Fill in the name of the professional
association on the line at the right.)

10. Composm a symphony, concerto; or
sonata.

11. Compose a "popular" song or "show" tune.

12. Draw cartoons or illustrations. 0

13. Obtain a patent or ;4cent disclosure. 0 0

14. Take photographs for a newspaper or
magazine.

15. Work as editor of a publication.

When?'

0)

W
00

1-1
0
C.) 0

U
oo

C:3

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
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that you did not engage in the activity by marking "No," go on to the

next question. %

If you engaged in a listed activity more than once, descfibe the one that you

feel achieved the most recognItion. .......,_,,,,,

How widely was it
circulated?

4

Was this .0
part of a

college
assignment?

0
a.

e
>

No Yes z

o 0 0

o 0 0

o 0 0

0 o 0

u m

0

0

9

0

q 0 o O

0 o 0 o

a

CD 0 C.
/

o 0

0 o

0 o

o 0

O 0

0 0

O .0

0 0

o 0

0

Ntimber of other
similar works.

a. m
CD 0)

VI 00 gI. 7-1
1.4 41 0) 1 03

4-I 4
44 00

w

4
o If published, fill in the 0)

I

W
>
w ummcnorno z,

name of the publication or
publisher. PLEASE PRINT.

0 o
r18 g H
)4 0

41t
o O 0 0 0 0 0 0

O 0 0 (0 0 0 Oc,

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 o Q 0 0 7:5

. A

o o 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

A

- O 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 O -O 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 O
0 0 0 0 0 0

1 a. 0
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Section II A-6

This section deals with Lontests, exhiivits, and certain kinds of public performances.
Answer each question by BLACKENING THE APPROPRIATE CIRCLE after each question.

If you indicate below that you have engaged in a listed activity, please provide all
the information about the activity as requested by thi columns. If you indicate

In college or prior to applying
to e-aduate school, did you:

1. Build a.scienafic apparatus or
device (e.g., microscope,
spectroscope).-

2. ,Design or invent apiece of
machinery, scientific apparatus,
or electronic equipment.

3. Work out original solutions to
mathematical problems (e.g.,
proofs for theorems or
proplsitions not given by the
4sttuctor or textbook).

4. Repeat i known scientific
procedure or demonstration
(e.g., identification of
elements or biological
specimens).

5. Conduct an original scientific
experiment. -

A.. Collect scientific speCimens
(e.g., fossils, rocks, microscopic
slides, photographs of star
movemelits).

Have you
engaged in this
activity? If

you mark "Yes,"
fill in the
rows at fight
No Yes

When? With
whom

00 (1) did
as this you

0 1-1 do it?

00

c.) o art of a
college

t assignment? 01

0 ti

ttiNo Yes

)

0 0 0 0 0 0

r 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 C 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0



that you did not engage in the activity
next question.

If you engaged in a listed activity mor
feel achieved the most recognition.

A-7

by narking "No," go on,to the

e than once, Aescribe the one that you

Did you
receive
garment
for this
activity?

I

If you engaged in
this activity in
a contest or
exhibit, describe
the geographical
4111tenti. br it.

Did v 'win a prize?

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

o

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fill in name of the

contest or exhibit sponsor
(e.g., National Science
Foundation). ?PLEASE PAfNT

Number of
similar
,actleve -

'manta.

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 co

o o 0 0 0

o o 0 0 0

0 0 0 CI 0

11-2



Section II, cont'd.

t

'4

,In college or prior to applying to -
.graduats.school, did you:

Have you
engaged in this.

activity? If
youlaark "Yea.",
fill in the
raw at right

Yee

7. .Give a public musical performanCe.

8. -Arrange or.compose susic (e.g.,
folk songs.)

9. Enter a literary contest.

10.- Produce original writing (e.g.,
fittion, nonfiction, poems, plays) o o

61. :.Heter a photography exhibit or

contest. 0

12. Publitly display your drawings,
cartoons, paintings, sculpture:,
or other line arts work.

13. Enter an architectural4ontest or

exhibition with original designs,
balding structures, or floor plans

14. Publicly display objects 'that
you designed-end made. '

15. Hater a public speaking'..or

debating contest. 0 0

16. Poblicly.perform or-porsograph
artiaticadancing (e.g., ballet,
modern dints, foreign dance).

0 0

0
0

'17. Act in a play or movie.

19. 'Direct a play, soviet modern
dance, or ballet.

-19. Deliver speech.

II.
0 0

0

When?

o

0 0
0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

o

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0'

Was this
part of a

jr

college
assignment?

No Yes

I.

With
whom
did
ylu
do it?

0 0 0 -o

0 0 0

0 0, 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 o

0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0



Did you
receilre

payment
for this
activity?

If you engaged in
this activity in
a content OF

. exhibit, describe

the geographical
area covered bz it.

0 0 o

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 O

4,

0 0

0 0 0

o 0 O

0 0 o

0 0 0

o

0 0

0 0

A-9

Did volt min k prise?

z

Fill in name of the
contest or exhibit sponsor
(e.g., National Science'

Foundation). PLEASE PaNT,

Number of
similar
achieve-

M1DULL___

a

0 0

Le

8 0
41

z

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 o o *it

0 0 0 0 0 0 41.. 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 :0 0

I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0

0 0 0
t

0 o 0 0 0 0 0

o o o o o o o 0 0 0

a o 0 0 0 0 0 1l.. 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

0 0 o O O o 0 0 0 0
O O O Ava. 0 0 0 0 0

114
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Section III

The questions in this section refer to artistic or scientific objects or products
you may have produced and for which you may have received payment. Answer each
question by BLACKENING THE APPROPRIATE CIRCLE after each question.

If you indicate, below that you have engaged in a lilted activity, please provide
all the information about the activity as requested by the columns. If you indicate

In college or prior to applying
to graduate school, did you:

1. Make your own works of art.
(e.g. paintings, ficulpture).

Have you engaged
in this activity?

If you mark "Yes,"
fill in rows at
right.

No Yes

0 0

2. Make your own handicrafts
items (e.g.; jewelry, needlework,
weaving, leather goods): o o

3. Design objects for use by
others (e.g., program covers,
stag. settings, furniture)

4. Take photographs, movies, or
slides.

5. Build =mica' instruments

. 6. Build electronic equipment
from your own demign (e.g.,
radio, spectroscope).

7. Build mechanical devices from

your own design (e.g., hydraulic
pump)

8. Design buildings, boats. toys,

equipment, 01 automobiles.

g. Design and construct. clothing.

10. Design interiors of rooms and
buildings.

o

0

0

o 0

o 0

0 0

0 0

o 0

0 0

115

When?

00 W
W 00

/-4 w

0 ,
o
4 Was this part

u
u of a colle

pp
0 assignment

W
14 44

dL2A No Yes

o 0

I

o o

o 0

o 0

o 0

o 0

o o

0 0

o 0

o 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
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that you did not engage in the activity by marking "No," go on to the
next question.

If you engaged in a listed activity more than once, describe the one that you
feel achieved the most recognition.

Have you
ever sold
any of these
products?
If "Yes,"
answer rows

at right.

No Yes

Geographical area
from which you,
drew your customers.

0
4.1 4.1
rl W 0

0 4.1

.°ao 41

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

o 0 0 0

o 0 o ,o

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
.6 o 0 0 0 0
C

0

0

0

0

0

CD 0 0 0 0

o o 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 0

o 0 0 0 0

4

Type of product

(ceramics, etc.).

Numbers of times
you sold similar
items before you
applied to graduate
school.

0 0

o o

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

do

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

f.t

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0



Section IV
A-12

This section deals with certain special paid or unpaid activities such as jobs,
volunteer work, military activities that you may have engaged in and/or offices
you may have held during college or before applying to graduate schc.d. Please

1. Have you held a job that taught you an important skill?

2. Have you received a job promotion for oytstanding performance?

3. Have you had major responsibility for another pergon (e.g., custodial
care, emergency squad, parenting)?

4. Have you held a pdsition in a group that-tried to influence social institutions?

5. Have you been an active member of a group in which you had to interact closely
with other people (e.g., youth counseling, camp counseling, church activities,
community organizations)?

6. Have you supervised a group of volunteeYs (e.g., in a political campaign,
neighborhood program for children, church organizations)?

7. Have you raised or managed money for-an organization or project (e.g., community
fund drive, served as treasurer of a club)?

8. Have you won an athletic award?

9. Have you participated,in athletics (e.g., coached, managed, or played on a team
or in a tournament)?

10. Have you been elected to a major class office (e.g., president, vice president,
treasurer)?

11. Have you been appointed or elected a member of a college-wide student group,
such as student council or student senate?

12. Have you been an elected officer in a community social group?

13. Have you served on,' student-faculty committee?

11;
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blacken completely one circle next to your answer for each question. If
you sliark aft)? "Yes" answers, please fill in the requested information in

terms of the activity or role that xoufeel is most significant.

No Yes

o 0

o 0

o o

0

0 0

0 0

0

o 0

o o

If you marked !'dies,," please

fill in the

Nature of skill

ti Position you were promoted to

Nature of responsibility

Nature of group

I

t

Nature of groqp

Nature of group

Name of organization or project

Name of sport or activity & award

Name of sport or activity & nature of

participation

Posi#ion held

Position held

Club or organization

Committee

11

1; 1
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Section IV (coned.)

14. Have you served as a research or laboratory assistant either in college
or outside of college?

15. Have you served as a tutor for someone?

16. Have you started your own business?

17. Have you actively participated in a college, community, or religious
service or ization or program (e.g., served as chairman of a charity
drive)?

18. Have you participated in any activities in the arts, humanities, or
sciences that were not covered by this questionaire?



No Yes -

A

0 0

A-15

If you marked-"Yes," please
fill in the

Content area

Subject

Type of business

, Sponsoring organization

Activity or achievement

Ry
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Section V

Please choose up to three experiences hat you consider highly significant in your
preparation for graduate study, OT that gave you,the'greatest sense of accomplishment,
whether or not they appear in the preceding lists. Thed, please answer the following
questions for each one.

AccomfAishment 1

1. Briefly describe the experience, Troviding specific details about where and when--`\
it occurred and how and why it'was initiated.

2. What skill(s), competence (s), knowledge, or nOdial accomplishment(s) resulted
from the experience described above?

4

3. Can you give any evidence of the quality or level of attainment that this
achievement represents (e.g., prize, certificate, letter, ?cognition, Impact
on individuals)?

4. What makes,the sk;11s, competence, or owledge resulting from th experience
or any aspect of the experience relevant or rTerequisite to your gra uate
educational gcai?

5. Give the names and locations of those individuals that are acquainted with your
work in this area.

12



Section V (coned.) A-17

Accomplish#ent 2

. 1. Briefly describe the experience, providing specific details about where and
when it occurred and how and why it was initiated.

,

2. What-'skill(s), competence (s), knowledge, or leecial accomplishments) esulted
from die experience described above?

3. Can you give any evidence5of the quality or level of attainment that this
achievement represents (e.g., prize, certificate, letter, recognition, impact
on individuals)?

a

4. What makes the skills, competence* or knowledge resulting from the experience
or any aspect of the experience relevant or prerequisite to your graduate
educational goal?

S. Give names and locations of those individuali that are acquainted with your
work in this area.

12"



Section V (coned.) Av18

Accomplishment 3

1. Briefly describe the experience, providing specific details about where and
when it occurred and how and why it, was initiated.

or,

ti

2. What .skill(s), competence(s), knowledge, or special accomplishment(s) resulted
from the experience described above?

111
.10

3. Can you give any evidence of the quality or level of attainment that this
achievement represents (e.g., prize, certificate, letter, recognition, impact
on individuals)?

4. What makes,the skills, competence, or knowledge resulting from the experience
or any aspect of the experience relevant or prerequisite to your graduate
educatiohal goal?

5. Give names and locations of those individuals that are acquainted with your work
in this area.

123



Evaluation of the Inventory of' Activities and Accomplishments

We want to make this survey as accurate and fair as possible. You could help

us do this if you spend a few minutes looking back over the questionnaire with
the following questions in mind: (1) How do tou feel about the whole
questionnaire? (2) Were there any questions that caused you trouble because
they were unclear, difficult to answer, or asked for 4etails you could not
provide? (3) Did any of the instructions cause you problems because they were
unclear or confusing?

1. Did you understand the purpose of the inventory?

c) Yes 0 Only generally, but I

° No, not really
was not sure how it would
be used

2. About how long did it take you to complete the survey?

minutes

3. If yoil were filling out the questionnaire at an applicant to graduate school,
would you consider the time needed to complete it to be time well spent?

0 Definitely 6 No, with reservations

° Yes, with reservations ° Definitely not

Comments:

4. Would you like to have a survey like this available as part of routine
application procedures?

0 Definitely ° No, with reservations

o Yes, with reservations ° Definitely not

Comments:

5. Do you feel that the inventory allows yoi to present an accurate picture of
your activities And accomplishments?

Yes

Comments:

° .No
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6. Ic the space below please list the item number of any qfiestion that caused
you trouble, indicate the naturh of the trouhie; and provide any comments
about how to improve the ,Jestion.

Nature of Problem
(check as many as apply)

4.-

Item,

nulber Unclear

Hard
to

answer

Asked for
details that
were hard

. to remember Comments

o o

o o 0
o 0 0

o o . 0

o 0 0

o - o o
,

v o 0

0 . o 0
- C4 0 0

- 0 0 0

4

7. Did any of the instructions create problems for you? If so, please list
the page and section, and describe the problem (e.g., confusing, unclear,
etc.). Any suggestions fur improvements would be especially welcome.

Page/Section Problem

8. Would you be willing to be interviewed abbut the inventory by an ETS staff member?

o Yes

If yes, how can we contact you?

Address!

0 No

Phone number:

123
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EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE

OO9-gal-900o
CAILI-IDUCTISTSVC

Dear Graduate Student:

PRINCETON. N.J. 08541

April 2, 1979

I

Within the ?est few months you completed an inventory of
your activities sod -..ccomplishments in your pre-graduate school
years. Now, as lie indicated then, we would like to find out
what you have bon doing in your first year of graduate-study-
and your views 01 how much you have gained from your program

The ultima'A goal of this project is to develop ways
for students .plying to graduate school to tell graduate
selection comilittees about the imortant expqriences and accomplish-
ments they have had. We believe that this would make graduate
admissions fairer and better attuned to today's society. Would
you please help us by spending a few minutes in completing this
.questionnaire and returning it in the envelope that accompanies
it? Wawould appreelate your help very much.

Joan Xnapp
Len Baird
Prcject Directors

Please fill in your:

Name:

University:



Pleaskfill in your:

Name:

University:

(-

1. What kind of graduate program have you attended this'year?

[] a. Biology (Answer #2 and skip #3 and 04)

1] b. English (Skip #2 and #4 and answer #3)

[1 c. Psychology (Skip #2 and #3 and answer #4)

2. Which of the following best descr4Z-Your intended area of
specialisation within Biology?

J.

fi e. General Biology

b. Botany

4 [ ] c.. 'Zoology
;

'[] d.. Plant Physiology

[] e. Animal Physiology

[] Molecular Biology (e.g. biochemistry, biophysics, and/or
biometrics)

[ ] . Cell Biology

[] h. Marine Biology

11 i. Arctic Biology

[1 j. Population Biology (e.g. sys'ematics, environmental biology,
.and /or ecology)

II k:ijevelopeental Biology (e.g. embzyology and/or genetics)

[1 1. Miesobiology

[] m. Other (SpeCify):

Which of the following best,describes your intended area of

specialisation within English?

11

11

11

11

'11

11

11

11

11

11

a. Old or Midde English

b.' Ranaisiance 1OT Seventeenth Century-British

c; Restoration or Eighteenth Century-British

d. Romantic - British '

e. Victorian - Br tish

f. American - Bef Civil

g. American - Ci 1 War to ld War

b. TWeatieth Century - Britt or American

i. Comparative Literature

j. Linguistics
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3. (Continued)

k. Cospoiition and Rhetoric

0 1. Folklore

I] wki Creative Writing

0 n. Literary Criticism

0 0. Minority or Ethnic Literature

p. Other (Specify):

4. libta of the following best describes your intended area of spaciali-
4ation within Psychology?"

a: Clinical

0 b. Cognitive

c. Counseling

d. Developmentil

a. Mutational

f. Experimental, Comparative, or Physiological

(1 a. Measurement

0\11:---Oweenisational, Personnel

0 1. Personality

II j. School

k. Sot%
[] 1. OthertEpecify):

5. What is your eventual graduate degree objective in your current field?

(] a. lion -agree study-

, n b. Master's (LS., M.M., etc.)

01] c. Intermediate (such as Specialist)

d. Doctorate (Ph.D., Ed.D.)

0 a. Doctorate (D.A..)

f. Doctorate (D.Psy.)

g. Postdoctoral study

0 h. Other (Specify)4



(Continued)

6. What kind of position do you hope to hold on completion of graduate
scilool? If you are considering more than one, mark one first
preference.

[] a. Postdoctoral fellowship

(] b. Teaching or administration in elementary or secondary school

c. Teaching in junior college

l] d. Teaching in a four-year college or university

[] e. University research and teaching

f. College or university administration

l] g. Research in industry or with non-profit organization or
institute

h. Selflemployedisrofessional practice

i. Professional practice with a clinic, hospital, or agency

S. Executive position (administrator, curator, etc.) in a
non-academic organization including government

[] k. Other (Specify):

[ ]

1 1

[

7. Approximately what overall grade average have you received for your
graduate work to date?

[] 'a. A

[] b. A-

[] c. B+

[] d. B

[] e. B-

[] f. C+

[] g. C

[] h. C- or lower'

[] i. No grades

B. This question is concerned with skills and comNtencies within the
field# of psychology, English, and biology. We would like your assess-
ment of your present level of achievement, relative to other students
with a similar amount of graduate training. In each box place a
number from 1 to 5, using the scale shown below.

1. Exceptionally well prepared
2. Above average
3. Average
4. Below average
5. No experience or does not apply

12
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8. (Continued)

[ ] a. Knowledge of literature in your area of specialization

[ ] b. Familiarity with bibliographic techniques in your area

[ ] c. Familiarity with various modes of criticism

[ ] d. Knowledge of mathematical and/or statistical techniques

[ ] e. Ability to gain insight into the problems of clients or patients

[ f. Ability to use scientific inst and apparatus

[ ] g. Ability to use scientific method

[ ] h. Skill in ucting experiments with living things (e.g. plants,

animals, III It subjects)

r i. Ability gain insight into the materials of your field

[ J j. Ability to design original research studies

[ ] k. Ability to evaluate research studies

[ ] 1. Knowledge of theoretical approaches in your discipline

[ 16 Ability to teach complex ideas to undergraduates

[ n. Ability to interpret research findings

[ ] o. Knowledge or understanding'of historical context

out of whick. literature evolveR

[ p. Reading knowledge of foreign language

9. Which of the following have you dime within the current academic year
within your area of specialization? (Mark as many as apply.)

[] a. Attended one or more meetings of a scholarly or professional

society

0 b. Subscribed
11

to two ormore scholarly or professional journals

[] c. Been author er coauthor of a paper accepted for presentation
at a meeting of a scholarly or professional society

d. Been author or coauthor of a paper submitted for publication

to 11 scholarly or professional journal

[] e. Been author or coauthor of a paper accepted for publication

by a scholarly or professional journal

[] f. Been author or coauthor of a fiction piece

[] g. Wrote an article for a popular magazine

[] h. Directed or produced an actual dramatic production

[f i. Prepared a detailed proposal or plan for a dissertation,
master's thesis, or other major research project
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9. (,continued)

lj j. Carried out an independent research project

(1 k. Carried out a research project in collaboration with
another student or a faculty member

[] 1. Had teaching responsibility for one or more sections of
an introductory undergraduate course

[] m. Had teaching responsibility for one or more sections of
an advanced undergraduate course

[] n. Conducted a section of an undergraduate class on one or
several occasions

[] o. Frequently advised or tutored other graduate students in
your-field

11 p. Assisted in editing of text or preparing of bibliographic
material for a book

[] q. Programmed a computer to analyze research data

[] r. Prepared a course syllabus

[] s. Entered a literary or scientific contest or competition

[] t. Won a literary or scientific contest or competition

[] u. Worked, interned, or did a practicum outside the environs
of the campus

[] v. Designed and built a piece of laboratory equipment

[] w. Learned to operate or maintain a piece of electronic
equipment

[] x. Other (Specify)

10. In addition to the above, if you wish, please use the apace below to.
cite other accomplishments within and outside your area of speciali-*
zation. If additional space is needed, please write on the back.

a.

b.

131 Thank you



Distribution of Scoreson Soci.l. Service-Organizational Activity Scale

SCORE

ABAOLUTE
FRE WENCY

RELATIV
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)

ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)

CUMULATIVE
ADJ FREQ

(PERCENT)

0 50 16.2 16.2 16.2

I 65 21.1 21 1 37.1

2 47 15.3 15.3 52.6

3 53 17.2 17.2 69.8

4 40 13.0 13.0 82.8

'5 27 8.8 8.8 . 91.6

6 .12 3.9 3.4 95.5

7 9 2.9 (2.9 98.4.

8 3 1.0 .0 99.4

9 2 0.6 0.6 100.0'
.110 OM 40=Pa AM Mr

TUTAL 438 100.0 100.0

MEAN 2.565
RUDE 1.000
KURTUS15 -0.028
MINIMUM 0.0

STU E NZ

510 13,1/

SKENNtS5
MAXIMUM

0.115 MEDIAN 2.330
2.014 VARIANCE 4.058
0.681 RANGE 9.000
9.000

.132



Distribution of Scores on Scientific-Technical Scale

ASTLUTE
FREtUENCY

SCORE

RELATIVE,
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)

ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)

CUMULATIVE
ADJ FRED
(PERCENT)

0 63 20.5 20.5 20.5

1 46 14.9 14.9 35.4

2 44 14.3 14.3 4-9.7

3
. i

12.7 12.7 '62.3

4 41 15.3 . 15.3 77.6

S 30 9.7 9.7 87.3

6 19 6.2 6.2 93.5

7 13 4.2 4.7 97.7

8 6 1.9 1.9 99.7

10 1 0.3 0.3 100.0
OND .11.1 Am MO M. Mi. 411.

TUTAL !08 100.0

.

.

. ,

MEAN 2.166 STD Et* 0.127 MEDIAN 2.526
-MODE 0.0 STD DIV

.2
2.227 VARIANCE 4.961

AURTUSIS -0.53:, SKEWNISS 0.500 RANGE 10.000
miNtmum 0.0 MAXIMUM 10.000
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Distribution of Scores on Artistic Scale

SCORE

MEAN 1.140
UOI 0,.0 ' -
UR fUSIS -0.041
INDIUM 010

t

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

TOT AL

4

AB tO..UTE
FRE UJENCY

RELATIVE
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)

ADJUATED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENTS

i 7

CUMULIVTIVE
ADJ FREQ

(PERCENT )

101 32.9 32.8 T 32))
.

68 22.1 22.1 54.9
-5? 16.9 15.9

f
71.0

29 9.4
.r

9.4 81.2

28 9.1 9.1 90.3

18 5.9 5.8 96.1

9 2.9- 2.9 99.0

3 1-.0 1.0 100.0
41. AD .10In MI.

!013 100.3 100.7

*ST 0 E 1.14
STS DIV
SKEWNESS
MAX 111101

0.101
1.780
0.916
7.000

MED1104
VARIANCE
RANGE

1.279
3.170
7.000
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Distribution of Scores on Literary-Expressive Scnle

SCORE

AB KM
FRE WE

RELATIVE
tE FREQUENCY
CY (PERCENT)

ADJUSTED
FREQUENCY
(PERCENT)

CUMULATIVE
ADJ FRED

(PERCENT 1

0 84 27.3 27.3 27.3

I 45 14..6 14.6 j 41.9

2 53 17.2 17.2 59.1

3* 40 13.0 13.0 72.1

4 40 13.0 13.0 85.1

5 16 5.2 5.2 90.3

6 20 6.4 6.5 96.8

7 8 2.6 2.6 99.4

8
.

2 0.6 0.6 100.0
00 gm 411. 110. 110

TOTAL LOB 100.0 100.0

4EAN 2.28? ST D E FR 0.117 MEDIAN 1-.972
,14001 0.0 STD 0 tV 2.052 VAR/144CE 4.21D
ITUR TOSIS -0.489 SKEWN ESS 0.640 RANGE 8.000
IIIN IMUN 0.0 MAX IN U4 8.000



Appendix D

Melian Scores of Groupings of Stuaents on Accomplishment Scales

LE A

Scale
e-

ST SS

1. By Field

English 3.96. / .69 .25 1.43

Biology 1.42 1.97 3.89 2.23

Psychology 1.55 .86 2.62 3.03

2. By Undergraduate GPA

A 2.20 1.00 2.00 2.39

A- 1.84 1-32 2.93 2.12

B+ and Below 1.97 1.56 04 2.46 2.69

3. By Sex

Male 1.76 .99 3.18 1.97

Female 2.19 1.89 1.96 2.58

4. By Racial Group

Black 2.33 .92 1.44 3.92

White 1.95 1.36 2.82 2.22

Other \ 1.95 1.00 2.25 1.86

5. By Age

22 and Below 2.17 1.28 2.70 2.15

23-25 1.83 10.42 2.73 2.35

26 and Above 2.07 1.03 2.20 2.65

aLE 111 Literary Expressive

A IN Artistic

ST Scientific Technical
.SS * Social Service and

Organizational Activity

I3



Appendix E

Examples of Students' Self-Reported Accomplishments

In the summer of 1976 I spent 2 1/2 months at the University Marine
Laboratory. While there I took a graduate course in Invertebrate
Embryology on the recommendation of the instructor, Dr.
former director of the lab. Following the course, I did an independent
research project with Dr. , also in the field of invertebrate
development.

friendship/guidance of , just graduated with Ph.D. from
Berkeley, 2 yrs. post-elc at . He was my psychology professor
at who got me to work at and provided helpful suggestions
at every point. (Personally I feel an experienc3 such as this is worth
more than a long list of accomplishments though your form doesn't really
allow for these. A .erson in a field who believes in you for whatever
reason is worth more than.a long list of accomplishments.)

*

Worked for 2 years as a student assistant for a professor in the biology
department (at --junior and senior years). I wanted to have a job
and much preferred one in the department in which I was studying. The
work was focused on Herbarium related studies and use of computers in that
area and other areas in biology.

*

During two summer vacations and One spring break in high school I helped
my brother gather data for his. doctoral research in Medina, N. Dakota on
the Pintail. It was initiated out of interest in his research and an
excuse to visit with my brother and his wife:

*

Participant intarthwatch expedition to Great Basin Desert,, Nevada, June 76.
Assisted ecologists carrying out field research--zoological and botanical.
Good experience observing field work first hand.

*

I am the parent of a daughter who is now five years old. For her first
three years I devoted myself to her care on a full-time basis.

I was co-editor of The , literary magazine at College,
during the 1976-1977 and 1977 -1978 school years. I vas appointed because'
of superiority as an English student there.

*

Folk-singing, alone and with a male friend, in coffeehouses, small bars,
park festivals, etc.--the past couple of years--self- and mutually-
initiated. Involved singing, guitar, piano, original compositions.

Undergrad. (Career Exploration Projects) 1-month internships;
Paychiatrir Institute in Jan. 1974, doing occupational therapy with/
supervised by ; and at the V.A. hospital and Commodity
Mental Health Center in , sponsored by Dr.

psychiatrist,'Jan. 1975.

l3 '"
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For two summers I have worked as a leasing agent for a large apartment
complex. I took the job because it paid well and seemed interesting.
My job mainly entailed greeting prospective customers over the phone and
in person, show an apartment and possibly lease or take a deposit on the
apartment. I worked in the summerof 1976 and 1977.

President--Univ. of Special Olympics Program. Program was poorly

managed when I first entered as a volunteer. I wanted to see things
improve, as there is a great need for athletic programs for mentally
handicapped.

*

Entrance'in the National Society of Arts and Lettere Annual Arts Competition.
In 1978, the category was l' ,nature, specifically, biographical novel. I

was invited to enter the comkstition by the society. My partial biography
was on the late Jean Despujols, French-American painter.

*

I worked at radio station, the student carrier-current station.
I started in 1973 as an announcer/disc jockey and eventually served as

1 program dir tor. From there I earned a job at a local radio station.

Writing a play. The idea cau, wbvii I was half-asleep, and I wrote down

the plot. I worked constEr-ly on it about,five monthi and completed it.
*

For three summers I worked for University as a new student

,orientation leader. My duties included conducting campus tours; introducing
students to the programs of the university, living in the dormitory as'a
counselor for orientation students and meeting with parents of new students.

*

The most significant exTlrience has been teaching English as second
language. I think most people should work after they get their bachelor
degree (in their field of study). That gives them experience and a feetng (
of what they will find when they finish graduate work.

1
Membership and leadership roles in a large sorority. I pledged the
sorority at the beginning of my soph. year. I was able to participate in
many activities including narticipating on championship intramural teams
and served on the executiv,. council and in the offices of recording secretary
and scholarship chairman, as well as athletic director.

*

Getting through the army with some sense of individuality, and self-
confidence 1912 -1975, I joined because I was broke.

*

Did a bachelor's honors thesis during my_senior year at

(1974-1975). Studied the effect of amphetamines on learning
in goldfish.

A poem ("Ode to a Pair of Workboots") wrote as a junior in

the Award for best poem by an undergraduate
1977, issue of "Rectangle", a national publication of
English Honor Society. I wrote and submitted the work cvfiy
vas published `three months lar9r.

13
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